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Abstract
Current strategies to compare or synthesize morphology-based cladistic hypotheses do not empower individual cladists to (i)
understand the origin, authorship, or structure of character data, (ii) eﬃciently locate and collate previously published character
data, or (iii) eﬀectively compare character data from competing cladistic hypotheses. This paper outlines the requisite terminology,
methods and indices to eﬀectively compile and compare morphological character data between competing cladistic hypotheses and
to isolate and measure the most important factors behind diﬀering cladistic results—character selection and character-state scoring.
When the procedures outlined here are facilitated by appropriate software, morphology-based cladistics may overcome longrecognized limitations in data comparison and synthesis.
 The Willi Hennig Society 2009.

Morphology-based cladistics, the birthplace of cladistic methods, has been attacked by molecular systematists as hopelessly ambiguous and inevitably dispensable
in an era increasingly awash in molecular data (Hedges
and Sibley, 1994; Miyamoto and Fitch, 1995; Hedges
and Maxson, 1996). More recently, morphologists have
generated an equally scathing critique. ‘‘Character
delineation’’, ‘‘coding’’, and ‘‘scoring’’ are fraught with
ambiguity (Hawkins, 2000; Stevens, 2000; Wiens, 2001;
Scotland et al., 2003; Rieppel and Kearney, 2007;
Sereno, 2007); and these ﬂawed character data are only
partially resampled in subsequent analyses as a result of
unstated preferences in ‘‘character selection’’ (Poe and
Wiens, 2000; Harris et al., 2007; Sereno, 2007).
Coding and scoring morphological characters usually
involves greater interpretational and operational complexity than comparable issues of alignment or substitution stemming from a discrete number of nucleotides
or amino acids (Day and McMorris, 1992; Mishler,
1994; Wiens, 2001; Kjer et al., 2007). This inherent
complexity, in turn, hinders data comparison between
analyses (Rieppel and Kearney, 2002, 2007; Sereno,
2007). Data comparison, nevertheless, is key to characCorresponding author:
E-mail address: dinosaur@uchicago.edu
 The Willi Hennig Society 2009

ter selection. Relevant pre-existing character data, after
all, must be recognized by way of comparison prior to
any decision regarding their utility.
Morphological characters also may have more limited
phylogenetic applicability, on average, when extended to
distant species than molecular characters (Fig. 1a).
Mammalian cranial or dental characters, for example,
are critical to phylogenetics within mammalian clades,
but have little or no phylogenetic meaning when applied
to a snake, a member of their closest extant sister taxon.
Morphological characters, in addition, are more often
scored for supraspeciﬁc terminal taxa (either without
explanation or as a summary of particular exemplar
species), whereas molecular character data are almost
always assembled from single or multiple individuals
within a species.
Morphology-based analyses, as a result, often exhibit
fractal patterns (Mishler, 2005), with self-similar
branching structure hidden within supraspeciﬁc terminal
taxa (Fig. 1a), in contrast to molecular analyses that are
nearly always based on sequences from individuals
within a species. A morphology-based tree of life is built
from a patchwork of partially overlapping analyses
conducted by a vast array of specialists. Morphologybased analyses not only concern relationships among
species within a particular clade, but also can focus on
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data comparison and, ultimately, character selection.
Because of these data limitations and diverse aims,
assembling an immense, morphology-based ‘‘supermatrix’’ that would cover major portions of the tree of life
at the species level is not possible and has never been a
driving ambition for morphology-based systematists.
In this paper, I make no attempt to ‘‘solve’’ the twin
problem areas of morphology-based cladistics—character delineation, coding, scoring, and character selection.
Rather, I provide the rationale and means better to
characterize and measure them.
First, I describe the two basic hurdles to an eﬀective
research cycle, as well as current strategies to overcome
them. Second, I present a more complete scheme for
morphology-based cladistic analysis that includes data
comparison. Third, I outline an appropriate terminology and rationale for the three principal areas of a priori
cladistic analysis, where the aforementioned problem
areas are addressed (data compilation, characterization,
and comparison). And ﬁnally, I brieﬂy look at the
history of morphology-based cladistics, from Darwin to
the present, in order to understand data comparison in
historical context.
The future of morphology-based cladistics as a
rigorous discipline, I conclude, lies not only in enhanced
character documentation in online image banks, but
also in how eﬀectively we understand the nature of
character data, and how well we synthesize pre-existing
character data. The goal is to approach more closely a
true ‘‘research cycle’’ (Kluge, 1991), one that measurably and progressively resolves phylogenetic pattern.

The beˆte noire

lineage

A
Fig. 1. Nature of morphology-based cladistic analysis. (a) Morphology-based character data apply with least ambiguity to a local area of
interest (central circle). Supraspeciﬁc terminal taxa are more frequently
employed that mask a lower-level (fractal) branching pattern (encircled
magniﬁcation). (b) Depiction of the complex relationship between four
hypothetical morphology-based phylogenetic analyses (shaded 1–4) in
a region of the tree of life involving clades (encircled A–C). Vertical
lines represent species for simplicity. Analyses 1 and 2 are ‘‘cladefocused’’, using species as terminal taxa to investigate clades B and C,
respectively. Analysis 3 is ‘‘radiation-focused’’, using three species
exemplars or clades as terminal taxa to maintain focus on the basal
radiation of clade A; analysis 4 is ‘‘lineage-focused’’, using two
exemplars or clades as terminal taxa to maintain focus on the
phylogenetic trajectory from A to C. Analyses 1 and 3 and analyses 2–
4 overlap, although none is subsumed within another.

morphological transformations within basal radiations
and lineages (Fig. 1b). The resulting cacophony of
partially overlapping analyses and terminal taxa in any
region of the tree of life constitutes a major challenge for

Character delineation, coding, and scoring have been
explicitly cited for nearly two decades as the prime ‘‘beˆte
noire’’ (Pogue and Mickevich, 1990) or ‘‘black box’’
(Patterson and Johnson, 1997) of morphology-based
cladistics. ‘‘Our pernicious old black box, evolutionary
systematics, [is replaced] with a new one, the matrix’’
(Patterson and Johnson, 1997, p. 361). In the wake of
longstanding, largely unresolved cladistic debates
involving morphology—such as the origin of turtles or
snakes—it has become de rigueur to speak of the ‘‘poverty
of taxonomic characters’’ or the ‘‘poverty of research
cycles’’, and to cast character data in general as a ‘‘black
box, subject to uncritical assessment and social inﬂuence’’
(Rieppel, 2006, p. 143; Rieppel and Kearney, 2007, p. 95).
Character selection, likewise, has come to the fore as a
major problem area (Stevens, 1991; Poe and Wiens,
2000). ‘‘Uncritically compiled’’ morphological data that
incompletely sample pre-existing data, or introduce
error, according to some morphologists (Jenner, 2004:
307), threaten the very future of morphology-based
cladistics as a vigorous discipline. These problem areas
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involve a priori operations that are described in more
detail below.
Besides these two general categories, several other a
priori factors contribute to diﬀering phylogenetic results,
some of which have greater potential inﬂuence or are
more easily tested than others (Table 1). These include
the choice of ancestral character states for ingroup
analysis (derived from outgroups or a hypothetical
ancestor), choice of terminal taxa, particular analytical
assumptions such as ordering or not of character states,
and choice of analytical algorithm(s).
Character delineation, coding, and scoring
‘‘Character delineation’’, also referred to as ‘‘character deﬁnition’’ (Pogue and Mickevich, 1990), involves
the structure and composition of characters. What
constitutes a morphological character? What, at minimum, constitutes a completely formulated character
statement? Surprisingly, these questions have not been
adequately resolved and remain areas for signiﬁcant
work and consensus (Scotland and Pennington, 2000;
Wagner, 2001; Sereno, 2007). Although closely related
to coding methods for character states, the focus here is
on the structure and composition of the character
statement itself. An intuitive operational approach to
morphological characters, summarized brieﬂy later in
this paper, aims to generate complete, testable character
statements that are as comparable as possible across
analyses (Sereno, 2007). Closely linked are recent
initiatives to develop controlled anatomical terminologies, or character ontologies, and standardized imaging
(Ramı́rez et al., 2007).
A more philosophical approach views morphological
characters as ‘‘homeostatic property cluster natural
kinds’’, with proper character conceptualization involv-
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ing causal relations rooted in development (Rieppel and
Kearney, 2007). Diﬀering approaches to character
delineation, however, do not necessarily generate
conﬂict. When developmental patterns, such as the
formation of the dorsal neural tube among vertebrates
or sequential condensation of digital rudiments in
tetrapods, conﬂict with phylogenetic patterns based on
adult morphology, both ontogenetic and topological
sources of error are considered, because neither ontogeny nor adult morphology is free of homoplasy.
Morphological character statements, however formulated, operate under the fundamental assumptions of
character independence and the mutual exclusivity of
character states (Sereno, 2007).
The coding of character states, like the delineation of
characters, has not achieved any level of consensus in
rationale (Scotland and Pennington, 2000; Wiens, 2001).
Do all characters involve transformations? Are some
simply ‘‘present’’ or ‘‘absent’’ (neomorphic, sensu Sereno, 2007)? Can we mix the two and include ‘‘absent’’
among transformational character states? After review
of various coding protocols for multistate characters
and for missing or absent structures, Forey and
Kitching (2000, p. 77) concluded that ‘‘All have advantages and disadvantages but the important points are
that, when used in conjunction with binary characters,
they can lead to diﬀerent systematic conclusions.’’ Can
morphological character data justiﬁably be coded in so
many ways? Hawkins (2000, p. 35) concluded otherwise,
suggesting that ‘‘the theoretical framework informing
character conceptualization has yet to be fully explored’’
and that ‘‘until there is a clariﬁcation of theory
inconsistency will remain’’. Sereno (2007) recommended
parsing all such data into neomorphic or transformational character statements. Clearly there are fundamental issues in character coding to resolve.

Table 1
Diﬀering phylogenetic results between morphology-based analyses are due to a priori factors (1–6) and choice of analytic algorithm (7), which diﬀer
in their testability
Factors

Testability

Comments

Major
1. Character selection

Diﬃcult

2. Character-state scores

Diﬃcult

3. Ancestral condition

Diﬃcult

A complete log of all existing character data is almost never presented, because relevant
data are located in disparate analyses of diﬀerent taxonomic scope; previous character data
are usually cited on an ad hoc basis
Systematic scoring diﬀerences are usually not logged, because the relevant scores in an opposing
analysis are scattered within a data matrix that includes non-comparable data; diﬀerences are
cited on an ad hoc basis
Systematic scoring diﬀerences are usually not logged, because the comparable common ancestor
may be within the ingroup in an opposing hypothesis, and because the hypothetical common
ancestor is usually not speciﬁed but rather based on multiple outgroups; diﬀerences are cited
on an ad hoc basis

Minor
4. Character coding
5. Terminal taxa
6. Analytic assumptions
7. Analytic algorithm

Diﬃcult
Easy
Easy
Easy

Variation in character coding and presentation can be signiﬁcant; cited on an ad hoc basis
Diﬀerences in terminal taxa are easily located and their presence evaluated
Ordering of characters is easily altered and evaluated
Maximum parsimony almost always used; data are easily subject to an alternative analytical
procedure
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Character-state scoring is another area in need of a
strategy for improvement. Many erroneous characterstate scores survive unchallenged in the published
literature. After enumerating many errors in a widely
cited opposing analysis, Patterson and Johnson (1997,
p. 361) warned that ‘‘If the primary work, studying
specimens, is not done with as much care and in as much
detail as possible, what follows can be weakened and
can be almost useless.’’ Yet, in the same paragraph, they
admitted that ‘‘Few will have the material, the specialized knowledge, and the incentive necessary to check
published matrices.’’ Wiens (2001, p. 690) argued that
‘‘systematists should explain clearly, and justify, their
criteria for selection of characters and their methods of
character analysis (i.e., deﬁning, delimiting, coding, and
ordering character states)’’, yet these operations do not
seem to be addressed in recent morphology-based
analyses any more commonly than there were in decades
past. Rieppel and Kearney (2002, p. 60, 2007, p. 97)
posited that modern phylogenetic analysis often involves
‘‘a superﬁcial approach to comparative anatomy and
morphological characters’’ that ‘‘neglects evidence’’ and
results in ‘‘irresolvable debates about characters.’’ We
seem to lack a well articulated rationale for measuring
such scoring diﬀerences and determining their phylogenetic signiﬁcance.

which all previous character data informative to the
hypothesis under consideration are included unless
rejected by ‘‘sophisticated falsiﬁcation’’. Besides honing
to the spirit of total evidence, Kluge (1998, p. 350)
regarded this process as an essential ingredient of
scholarly responsibility:

Character selection

When opposing parties in a phylogenetic debate
publish several rounds of analysis and counter-analysis
with increasing numbers of terminal taxa and characters, a gloomy state of ‘‘debate stagnation’’ can take
hold (Harris et al., 2007, p. 125). Opposing parties
unfailingly ﬁnd the means to defend their most cherished
clades or deconstruct those in opposing analyses.
Although vigorous debate is often a sign of health in
phylogenetics and other sciences, the seemingly intractable views of opposing parties locked in a stagnant
debate more closely resemble trench warfare. In the
words of one faction in current debate over snake
origins, opposing viewpoints appear to devolve into
‘‘potentially irresolvable debates about characters, such
as can be seen in controversies over bird, tetrapod, and
snake origins, to name a few’’ (Rieppel and Kearney,
2002, p. 60).
Rieppel (2004, p. 90) summarized the situation well:

Character selection has long been recognized as a
critically important procedure that is often little documented or adequately justiﬁed (Poe and Wiens, 2000).
Poe and Wiens (2000) and Rieppel and Kearney (2002)
sought to identify explicit criteria for character selection
that test ⁄ reject inadequate character data. A more
inclusive set of factors involved in character selection,
such as unintentional character rejection, has been
reviewed and enumerated (Sereno, 2007). As morphological data sets grow in size, complexity and number, it
is increasingly diﬃcult to locate overlapping or unshared
character data.
When competing hypotheses vary in the scope of the
clade under study or the inclusiveness of terminal taxa,
character data that are informative in both hypotheses
are intermixed with data relevant to only one hypothesis. As a result, the laudable goal of considering all
previous character data relevant to a particular hypothesis is rarely achieved. Character data incorporated or
rejected from previous analyses are usually diﬃcult or
impossible to identify with precision. Unless reanalysing
a particular data set, most studies provide only general
citations for data sources, and report few details of the
complex process of character selection.
Phylogenetic analysis was originally envisioned, in
contrast, as an inclusive iterative process (Hennig, 1966).
Kluge (1991, 1998) described the ‘‘research cycle’’, in

‘‘Most taxa have been studied previously and with various
kinds of data, and such published prior research cannot be
omitted from new cladistic studies. To overlook prior hypotheses relevant to oneÕs research shows a lack of scholarship. To
purposefully ignore them without cause is authoritarian. … The
issue is how honestly the relevant data are surveyed for those
synapomorphies that actually have the potential to refute a
cladistic hypothesis.’’

Remarkably, none of the papers cited above that
complain of widespread shortcomings in character
formulation, scoring or selection has oﬀered the means
to measure, or otherwise quantify, the problem. Yet is it
reasonable to expect current practice to improve without
eﬀective ‘‘data similarity’’ measurements of some kind?
And if improvement did occur, how would we recognize
it? ‘‘Superﬁcial’’ or ‘‘careless’’ character data, it seems,
will not wane unless we formulate an eﬀective means to
isolate, display and quantify diﬀerences in character
data through data comparison.
Debate stagnation

‘‘Stagnant debates in contemporary systematics will remain so
if systematics does not solve its basic problem. Ever more and
faster algorithms can be devised to generate hypotheses of
relationships and ever more statistical measures can be used to
place conﬁdence limits on those hypotheses. These do not,
however, solve the basic problem of systematics, which is the
nature of character hypotheses, and the problem of their critical
discussion.’’

Rieppel (2004, p. 89) argued that ‘‘We have arrived at
the second juncture where the language of science
threatens to break down, as is evident from stagnant
debates in systematics.’’ The language of character
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statements, indeed, is precisely where morphology-based
cladists need to begin a rebuilding process (see Discussion; Sereno, 2007). Hot-button ‘‘origin’’ debates are
signposts for a more general malaise in morphologybased cladistics that involves character delineation,
coding, scoring, and selection.
Without quantitative data-similarity measures that
isolate and quantify data-level diﬀerences, it is far too
easy to generate contradictory phylogenetic results with
modest changes in (i) taxon sampling (Hillis, 1998), (ii)
character selection, or (iii) character scoring (Stevens,
1991; Poe and Wiens, 2000). Only a few of the papers
addressing snake origins, for example, include terminal
taxa regarded by an opposing camp as closest relatives
to snakes (summarized by Coates and Ruta, 2000).
Characters supporting key nodes in an opposing
hypothesis can be reduced by simple omission or a
claim of character correlation, as has been the case in
snake origins with the intramandibular jaw joint and
limb reduction (Rieppel and Zaher, 2000). Character
data with conﬂicting distributions are easily neutralized
by selective changes in character-state scores, which are
diﬃcult to detect in large data sets or in supraspeciﬁc
terminal taxa scored on particular species exemplars.
The situation regarding character coding, scoring, and
selection is, in many regards, parallel to the early days of
quantitative cladistics. Cladograms, like current critiques of character data, were initially qualitative
endeavours, until Farris, Kluge and others encouraged
adoption of quantitative methods to ﬁnd the shortest
tree(s). Hand-constructed qualitative cladograms fell
from grace. The shortest tree(s), furthermore, gained
particular signiﬁcance from associated measures of data
congruence (consistency index), nodal support, or the
increased length of a competing tree. Now a wide range
of quantitative tree metrics and tree-sampling strategies
are available to understand better the meaning of the
shortest tree(s). These a posteriori comparisons of
analytical results (cladograms, trees), in fact, remain
the primary means to assess underlying diﬀerences in
character data—and, ironically, have come to be called
‘‘data exploration’’ (Grant and Kluge, 2003). Measuring
the nature of conﬂicting results, nevertheless, does little
to isolate and understand the root causes for discordance in character data (e.g. character selection, character coding, character-state scoring).
Perhaps truth in character data, in the words of a
reviewer of this paper, will simply ‘‘out itself’’ over time?
Do we really need quantitative measures of data
similarity? For quantitative cladistic analysis, the advent
of convenient software transformed the scoring and
analysis of character data. To break the present limitations of morphology-based character data, we need not
only to renew attention to the nature of character
statements and how they are coded, but also to develop
computer-assisted, quantitative comparative measures
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for character data. To reach greater consensus and
progressively resolve diﬀerences, we must be able
eﬃciently to isolate and measure diﬀerences in character
data between overlapping analyses.
A molecular analogy
Imagine two labs independently sequencing a mitochondrial gene from the same individuals of several
closely related species for phylogenetic analysis. Comparison of the data matrices reveals that (i) some
positions were assigned diﬀerent nucleotides, and (ii)
some positions were simply omitted in each matrix.
Despite recognition of these discrepancies, their magnitude (or percentage) remained unknown. This circumstance is diﬃcult to comprehend for a conserved
sequence without alignment ambiguity among closely
related species (dodging complexities common to most
molecular data). Misidentiﬁcation of nucleotides from
laboratory error has been reduced to less than one in a
thousand (Clark and Whittam, 1992), and exclusion or
down-weighting of base positions is explicit (Day and
McMorris, 1992; Knight and Mindell, 1993; Thompson,
1999; Wheeler, 2001, 2003; Brudno et al., 2003; Smythe
et al., 2006).
Parallel problems, however, are commonplace in
morphology-based cladistic analyses: we do not code
and score the same morphology with identical characters and character states; we do not select the same set of
characters from the pool of available data; and, worse,
we have not developed any methods for assessing the
magnitude of either of these variables. The foregoing is
not an argument for the superiority of molecular data,
much of which must contend with issues of alignment,
paralogy, and model parameters. Rather, I draw an
analogy with the simplest of molecular data sets to
highlight the quandary faced by morphology-based
systematists.

Limited solutions
Recommendations to reduce or manage the problems
sketched above appear to be limited to (i) increasing
‘‘explicitness’’ during data compilation, and ⁄ or (ii)
urging collegial consensus over anatomical terms and
images, exemplar taxa, characters, and character-state
scores. These are discussed brieﬂy below.
Greater explicitness
Greater ‘‘explicitness’’—meaning more character documentation and character analysis—is the clarion call to
tame the beˆte noire (Stevens, 1991; Poe and Wiens, 2000;
Wiens, 2001; Rieppel and Kearney, 2002, 2007; Jenner,
2004). Simply calling for increased explicitness, how-
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ever, is unlikely to eﬀect systemic change. As the number
of characters and taxa continues to increase in typical
morphological analyses, character documentation seems
less common. As Rieppel and Kearney (2002: 60)
observed, ‘‘more and more emphasis is being placed
upon methods and programs for analyzing data, and
less and less on the critical evaluation of the data
themselves’’. Before the availability of online publishing,
lengthy expositions on characters and character states
were sometimes diﬃcult or expensive to publish. This is
no longer the case. Yet the majority of morphological
cladistic analyses incorporate little, if any, individualized
character description, documentation, or analysis.
Online image banks and anatomical ontologies have
emerged as important developments to document and
standardize, respectively, morphological character data.
Cell-linked documentation, which at ﬁrst consisted of a
few lines of text linked to a Nexus ﬁle (Maddison et al.,
1997), has grown to include images and an assortment of
auxiliary character information in applications such as
Mesquite and in online image banks (Maddison and
Maddison, 2003, 2005; Thacker, 2003; Pol, 2004; Blanco
et al., 2006; Datta et al., 2007). Image standardization
and morphological ontologies (Ramı́rez et al., 2007) are
promising developments that directly addresses the issue
of ‘‘explicitness’’ with eﬀective documentation of morphological character data.
Data comparison, however, is equally important in
achieving greater ‘‘explicitness’’ in phylogenetics. How
does the most recent matrix compare with that used in a
previous competing hypothesis? How much character
data was shared between previous competing analyses,
and does this shared data yield the same relationships?
Or is the unshared portion of data responsible for
diﬀering results? And how comparable are characterstate scores in shared data between previous competing
analyses, and which character-state scores are in conﬂict? Are scoring diﬀerences responsible for diﬀering
results? Systematically isolating the underlying causes
for diﬀering results necessitates the juxtaposition of the
comparable, or overlapping, portions of competing
analyses. When we speak of ‘‘combining data sets’’,
however, we usually are referring to data sets lacking
shared characters (e.g. morphological versus molecular;
Wiens, 2001).
A recent exemplary attempt at data comparison
underscores the persistent shortcomings of current
comparative methods. Hill (2005) assembled a matrix
of character data compiled from four incongruent
hypotheses and original data to evaluate the position
of turtles among amniotes. He settled scoring diﬀerences
with previous analyses by ﬁrst-hand observations,
incorporated character-state scores from previous analyses that diﬀered in the inclusiveness of terminal taxa
(e.g. Mammalia versus mammalian genera or subclades), and incorporated his own expanded set of

terminal taxa and characters. This exemplary review,
nevertheless, leaves unanswered and unmeasured the
fundamental comparative questions cited above regarding character selection and character-state scoring. A
unique matrix has been generated, one that is doubtless
superior in size and accuracy. Yet we evaluate this
matrix primarily by a posteriori analysis—by comparing
its output trees with those from previous analyses.
Consensus
Large-scale collaboration. Large-scale collaborative projects, such as the AToL program of the National Science
Foundation (Watanabe, 2002; Pennisi, 2003), often
establish gated data sets for collaborators. Signiﬁcant
progress may be achieved in this manner, as the
approach encourages experts with overlapping expertise
to discuss and reach consensus over exemplar taxa,
anatomical ontologies (Mabee et al., 2007; Ramı́rez
et al., 2007), character selection, coding methods, and
character-state scores. Historically, phylogenetics
weaves consensus over time by comparing, revising,
and expanding morphological data sets. Well funded
organized collaboration can accelerate these processes.
The vast majority of systematists, nevertheless, are not
funded by collaborative programmes and are not contributing directly to collaborative data sets, such as those
in the AToL program. And despite the existence of
collaborative groups for some clades, independent analyses within these clades continue unabated—as well they
should. Morphology-based cladistic analyses, in general,
tend to be local in focus (Fig. 1a), with overlapping
relations to other analyses (Fig. 1b). Sorting out the
phylogenetic relationships of the recently discovered
basal toothed turtle, Odontochelys (Li et al., 2008), for
example, will require a basal amniote matrix similar to
that of Hill (2005), incorporating basal data from at least
two AToL collaborations that are focusing on clades to
which turtles have been allied (archosaurs, squamates).
A supermatrix of thousands of species for millions of
base pairs, or even complete genomes, is a goal for some
molecular systematists. A matrix at that scale is
impractical for morphological data. The 40 000 or so
extant species of vertebrates (and increasing numbers of
extinct vertebrates), for example, will never be subsumed
in a single matrix at the species level for morphological
data; the applicability of morphological characters is
often more local and human expertise too limited to
allow coordinated, eﬃcient coding and scoring of
characters across such a vast morphological landscape.
Rather, many independent, morphology-based studies will continue to examine the phylogeny of vertebrates
and other organisms across a wide range of scales, from
which we derive an estimate of the tree of life (Fig. 1b).
Kluge (1998, p. 350) has aptly described phylogenetic
analysis as a ‘‘plexus of research cycles … due to the fact
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that testable phylogenetic hypotheses occur at diﬀerent
levels of taxonomic inclusiveness’’. Large-scale, collaborative character matrices risk being exclusionary or
static if the data cannot be eﬃciently partitioned,
modiﬁed, compared, and reanalyzed by independent
researchers at varying phylogenetic scales.
Consensus data. ‘‘Consensus data’’ are based on
sequence consensus methods (Day and McMorris,
1992). Overlapping data matrices are decomposed into
individual taxon–character entries and then recomposed
into a single composite matrix, with character-state
conﬂicts resolved by one of several consensus criteria
(Harris et al., 2007). Applying a strict consensus
criterion, for example, retains in the ﬁnal composite
matrix only those character states that are in complete
agreement across sampled matrices, with other cells
scored as indeterminate.
There is a lot to recommend in this approach (Harris
et al., 2007), which was used to make a direct comparison between the matrices of protagonists in the debate
over turtle origins (Rieppel and Reisz, 1999; Lee, 2001).
Like Hill (2005), Harris et al. (2007) compared available
matrices to locate disparate character-state scores. They
created a strict consensus matrix that included only taxa
and characters present in both studies, and were able to
show that only a few character-state scores were in
conﬂict. With these few conﬂicting scores left as indeterminate, the shortest trees exhibited a polytomy
favouring neither of the competing hypotheses. Their
method thus begins to assess the degree to which the
characters and character states of competing hypotheses
are in agreement (or conﬂict).
As currently developed, however, the consensus data
method is applicable only to ‘‘scores for exactly the same
characters and taxa’’ (Harris et al., 2007, p. 129), a
severe limitation in comparing most overlapping phylogenies, including the pair of analyses they compared.
This paper is devoted in part to overcoming that
limitation, allowing recognition and measurement of
diﬀerences in character selection and character-state
scoring with terminal taxa at diﬀering hierarchical
levels.

Scheme for morphology-based cladistic analysis
Previous depictions
‘‘Character analysis’’ (Kluge and Farris, 1969, p. 9)
has long been the preferred term among cladists for the
observation, discussion, coding, scoring, weighting, and
ordering of characters and character states prior to
parsimony analysis and tree construction (Mickevich,
1982; Kitching et al., 1998; Brower, 2000; Rieppel and
Kearney, 2002; Wägele, 2004; De Laet, 2005). Cladistic
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analysis thus was conceived as moving from ‘‘character
analysis’’ to ‘‘cladistic analysis’’, the former including
the aforementioned a priori procedures surrounding
the generation or manipulation of character data and
the latter focused on a posteriori operations that
generate the preferred phylogenetic hypothesis(es) (Neﬀ,
1986; Bryant, 1989) (Fig. 2). The literature that speciﬁcally discusses and diagrams these procedures is
remarkably thin.
De Pinna (1991) followed NeﬀÕs two-part division of
cladistic analysis, describing the establishment of
‘‘primary homology’’ in character analysis, followed by
an analysis of congruence by parsimony to establish
‘‘secondary homology’’ (Patterson, 1982; Brower and
Schawaroch, 1996). Wheeler (1986, ﬁg. 4) and Wägele
(2004, ﬁg. 5.8) have produced more elaborate diagrams
for cladistic analysis, but these also can be divided into
an initial phase comparable with ‘‘character analysis’’
and a secondary phase involving tree reconstruction
(Fig. 3).
The principal confusion in the literature involves the
second phase, which has been speciﬁcally identiﬁed as
‘‘cladistic analysis’’ (Neﬀ, 1986), ‘‘test of congruence’’
(De Pinna, 1991), ‘‘phylogenetic analysis’’ (Rieppel and
Kearney, 2002), and ‘‘parsimony analysis’’ (De Laet,
2005). ‘‘Cladistic analysis’’ and ‘‘phylogenetic analysis’’,
however, are commonly used for the entire process.
Kitching et al. (1998, p. 19), for example, stated that
‘‘Cladistic analysis consists of three processes: discovery or
selection of characters and taxa, coding of characters, and
determination of cladograms that best explain the distribution
of characters over the taxa.’’ ‘‘Parsimony analysis’’ and a
parsimony-based ‘‘test of congruence’’, in turn, are not the only
means of generating preferred hypotheses, nor are they the only
procedures invoked after ‘‘character analysis’’.

The alternative terms a priori and a posteriori have
also been used to describe procedures in phylogenetic
analysis. Initially they were applied to character weighting: a priori character weighting is implemented prior to
tree construction, whereas a posteriori character weighting takes into account phylogenetic results (Farris, 1969;
Hecht and Edwards, 1976; Kirsch, 1982; Neﬀ, 1986;
Wheeler, 1986; Kitching et al., 1998). Other procedures
besides character weighting have been invoked before
and after tree construction. Neﬀ (1986) and Wägele
(2004), for example, favour a priori determination of
character polarity, a controversial position. Consensus
trees and bootstrap analyses, likewise, are routine a
posteriori operations that involve more than just parsimony analysis.
Although there are historical ambiguities in the use
of all of these terms, in this paper I adopt the terms a
priori, a posteriori, and ‘‘phylogenetic computation’’,
respectively, to describe data-focused operations, treefocused operations, and the application of a criterion or program to reconstruct phylogenetic trees
(Table 2).
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(a)

(b)

Cladistic Analysis

Character Analysis
Morphology

Character State
Distribution

Characters

Clustering or
Wagner Algorithm

Cladogram

Neff 1986
Fig. 2. First scheme for morphology-based phylogenetic analysis. (a) Original diagram (from Neﬀ, 1986). (b) Simpliﬁed interpretation of NeﬀÕs
scheme.

Present scheme
The generalized scheme outlined here recognizes a
priori and a posteriori analysis as distinct procedures
within cladistic analysis that have characteristic outputs
(Fig. 4; Table 2). Because both procedures can utilize
computational phylogenetic algorithms for tree reconstruction, as described below, I place ‘‘phylogenetic
computation’’ in an intermediate location rather than
regarding it as an a posteriori function, as it has long
been conceived. The focus of a priori analysis is to
understand character data, whereas the focus of a
posteriori analysis is to understand trees. Most or all of
what has previously been called ‘‘character analysis’’ is
here termed ‘‘data compilation’’, which includes a priori
procedures that result in the conceptualization and
coding of character data, construction of a taxon–
character data matrix, and linkage of additional data or
graphics to the terminals or cells in that matrix.

Two additional a priori procedures are here termed
‘‘data characterization’’ and ‘‘data comparison’’
(Fig. 4). Data characterization seeks to understand
the inherent nature of the data assembled for phylogenetic analysis. How much is original to the analysis?
In what year were the characters ﬁrst used? Where are
the characters located? How many are binary? These
are questions easily answered by a database designed
to log pertinent auxiliary information for each character. Data characterization is distinct from the laudable
eﬀort in recent years to link images, specimen vouchers, and geographical and other kinds of data to the
cells of a taxon–character matrix (summarized by
Dettai et al., 2004), or to recent developments that
use ontologies and standardized images as the fundamental organizing principle for morphological data
(Ramı́rez et al., 2007). These eﬀorts enhance data
compilation, as their primary purpose is the documentation, standardization, and retrieval of character data
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Observations of
similarities

= Single empirical

a priori character
analyses

= induction

Hypotheses of
homology

= postulate

Use of tree
construction method

= deduction

observation

Hypothesis of monophyly

Compatibility with
other monophyla and
congruence with other
characters

= conclusion

Test of the hypothesis
of monophyly

Fig. 3. Recent scheme for morphology-based phylogenetic analysis (after Wägele, 2004).

Table 2
Terms and deﬁnitions for phylogenetic analysis as a process (italicized words and acronyms in deﬁnitions are deﬁned elsewhere in Tables 1–3)
Term

Deﬁnition

Phylogenetic analysis

Analytical, comparative and computational procedures that allow quantitative assessment of the branching
history of life based on a taxon–character data matrix
Computer-assisted computation of phylogenetic pattern with adjustable parameters based on a taxon–
character matrix
Data compilation, data characterization and data comparison focusing on the generation, nature, and
comparison of character data
Evaluation of results from phylogenetic computation focusing on the generation, nature, and comparison
of phylogenetic trees
Procedures resulting in the discovery, delineation, and coding of character data, construction of a taxon–
character data matrix, and linkage of additional data, ontologies, or graphics to matrix cells
Graphical or quantitative summary of character data, including original authorship, previous usage or
modiﬁcation, temporal accumulation, character structure, type or location, character assessment or
critique, or the distribution of missing and ⁄ or inapplicable data
Isolation and comparison of relevant data in an opposing hypothesis (or opposing hypotheses) that
involves comparison of data partitions and calculation of data similarity indices
Indices (from 0 to 1.00) that measure the degree of similarity of character data from two or more
hypotheses (adjusted for shared taxonomic scope) regarding (i) the character states of the comparable
common ancestor (ASI); (ii) the characters used in respective analyses (CSI, aCSI); or (iii) the character
states for shared data scored in identical or comparable ingroup taxa (CSSI)

Phylogenetic computation
A priori analysis
A posteriori analysis
Data compilation
Data characterization

Data comparison
Data-similarity indices

(Table 2). Data characterization, in contrast, involves
quantitative assessment and graphical summary of
character or character-associated information across a
data set. This is a simple yet signiﬁcant distinction,
which can easily be incorporated into current database
schemes using ontological terms and other auxiliary
character information.
Data comparison involves the more complex issue of
comparing character data in one analysis with the data in

others. How much data is shared? How much is unique to a
single analysis? Are diﬀerences in phylogenetic branching
pattern the result of unshared data? How similar are the
results from shared data? How similar are the characterstate scores for shared characters? Data comparison, as
outlined below, involves the calculation of simple quantitative indices that measure the degree of similarity
between characters and character-state scores between
one or more analyses.
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Table 3
Basic terms and deﬁnitions for data characterization (terms as employed in the character database CharacterSearch; Fig. 5)
Term

Deﬁnition

Original author

First author of a character (or molecular sequence) in a qualitative or quantitative
cladistic analysis
Assessment of the status (active, inactive) of a character in a cladistic analysis by the author
of that analysis; characters are ‘‘active’’ unless uninformative or excluded on the basis of
other rejection criteria
Character assessed as valid and included in a phylogenetic analysis
Character assessed as invalid and rejected in a phylogenetic analysis
Cumulative number of characters in a phylogenetic analysis using date of ﬁrst publication
Character order and number of states
Kind of character (molecular sequence, present ⁄ absent, etc.)
Anatomical (or sequence) location of a character
Graphical summary of missing or inapplicable data across characters and ingroup taxa
Graphical summary by location of missing or inapplicable data across ingroup taxa

Character status

Active character
Inactive character
Character-accumulation proﬁle
Character structure
Character type
Character location
Missing-data proﬁle
Data-completeness proﬁle

a priori
Data Compilation

a posteriori

• character coding
• taxon-character matrix
• character documentation

Data
Characterization

Data
Comparison

• character database

• comparative analysis

Data Exploration
Phylogenetic
Computation

• output parameters/statistics
• sensitivity analysis
• quality analysis

Tree-focused
Output
Data-focused
Output
Fig. 4. Proposed scheme for morphology-based phylogenetic analysis. Procedures involved in phylogenetic computation are positioned between a
priori and a posteriori operations. Distinct a priori operations include data compilation, data characterization, and data comparison.

Data compilation
Data compilation begins with the conceptualization
of character statements followed by character coding
and scoring of character states in a taxon–character
matrix (Fig. 4). An observation of structural diﬀerences
in two organisms that otherwise are in close topological
correspondence often initiates morphological character
conceptualization. An initial proposition, or ‘‘primary
conjecture of homology’’, is posited, with the corresponding conditions bound together by a conceptual
abstraction, the character. Much ink has been spilt over
this process—how characters and their states are
initially conceived and formulated, and what criteria
are appropriate for testing their validity during this
initial phase and prior to the test of congruence, or
‘‘secondary homology’’ (Patterson, 1982; De Pinna,
1991; Poe and Wiens, 2000; Rieppel and Kearney, 2002,
2007; Kearney and Rieppel, 2006).

Completely formulated morphology-based character
statements appear to be composed of only four logical
components (locators, variable, variable qualiﬁer, character states) brought together in only two speciﬁc
patterns (neomorphic, transformational) (Sereno,
2007). Character statements, which are open to refutation by way of various comparative, logical, and
operational standards or criteria (Rieppel and Kearney,
2002; Kearney and Rieppel, 2006; Sereno, 2007), are
then used to score cells in a taxon–character matrix.
Character conception, coding, and scoring do not
comprise a unidirectional operation, but rather partition
an iterative, interlinked process involving reﬁnement of
the character and its mutually exclusive conditions
(character states). The remainder of data compilation
is devoted to character documentation, which can
involve explanatory text, images, ontologies, or online
information linked to cells in a matrix (Dettai et al.,
2004; Mabee et al., 2007; Ramı́rez et al., 2007).
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Character Search
Analysis: Basal Neotheropoda (Sereno et al. 2004)
Character
Number 1
Character Skull length relative to posterior skull height
State 0 less
State 1 more than 3 times
State 2
State 3
State(s) 4+
Original Author Sereno 1999
Original Character No. 33
Revising Author(s)

Character Status and Scoring
Character Status

active

Rejection Criteria

uninformative
miscoded
correlated
overlapping
ambiguous

rejected

Approximate Coelophysoidea
Node(s)

Comments
Skull length is measured from the anterior tip of the
premaxilla to the posterior edge of the quadrate condyle
at the jaw articulation. The posterior point was chosen to
avoid variation in the processes that extend from the
dorsal skull roof (paroccipital process, squamosal ventral
process), which are more variable and more frequently
subject to distortion and damage.

Character Data
Character Structure
Complexity
binary
4-state
3-state
5-state

Order
unordered
easy loss

Character Location
Hard
skull
axial
dental
pectoral
forelimb ratio
humerus
radius-ulna
carpus
manus
pelvic

Character Type
shape-length-location
presence-absence
number

branched
ordered

fusion
texture

Soft
hind limb ratio
femur
tibia-fibula
ankle
pes
integument
body size
other

ligament-tendon
cartilage
muscle
nerve
vessel

organ
cell-subcell
development
behavior
other

Character Usage
Phylogenetic Analyses
Gauthier 1986
Holtz 1994
Sereno et al. 1994
Sereno et al. 1996
Sereno 1999
Holtz 2000
Allain 2000
Carrano et al. 2002
Rauhut 2003
Sereno et al. 2004

Character Citations

Analysis 7-Ceratosauria, character 33 (Suppl. Information)

Character 1 (Suppl. Information); also Wilson et al. (2003:36, character 1)

Character Documentation
Weblinks Coleophysis bauri skull (lateral view): http://www.oucom.ohiou.edu/dbmswitmer/images/Coelophysis01.jpg.
References Coleophysis bauri main references: Huene (1915), Padian (1986), Colbert (1989,
1990), Hunt and Lucas (1991), Sullivan and Lucas (1999).
Images Coleophysis bauri skull: reconstructions, Colbert (1989: figs. 42-48);
photographs, Colbert (1989: figs. 23-37).
Specimen Data Coleophysis bauri skull, well preserved adult specimens: AMNH 7224, 7239,
7240, MCZ 4327, YPM 41196, MNA V3315, CM 31374.

Fig. 5. The ﬁrst of 169 character records in the ﬁle ‘‘Basal Neotheropoda’’ in the database CharacterSearch used for data characterization associated
with a phylogenetic analysis of theropod dinosaurs (Sereno et al., 2004). This simple database facilitates the logging of relevant character
information, generates simple output ﬁles and ﬁgures (Fig. 6), and can be rendered web-accessible.

A simple database, CharacterSearch, allows rapid
compiling, searching, and sorting of character data and
attendant auxiliary information (Fig. 5). Each character

record includes sections for information related to the
character, and its character states, status, previous
usage, etc., and could be linked to a formalized
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ontology. During data compilation, CharacterSearch
facilitates logging information related to accepted character data as well as the reasons why other character
data are rejected (Sereno, 2007).

Data characterization
Although many databases for characters have been
proposed, most are rightly concerned with issues of data
compilation, such as character documentation, images,
ontologies, voucher specimens and literature citations
(e.g. Dettai et al., 2004). As Ramı́rez et al. (2007, p. 283)
stated, ‘‘Images are paramount in documentation of
morphological data.’’ The main aim of data characterization, in contrast, is better to understand what is here
termed ‘‘auxiliary character information’’ for a given
data set—the origin, structure, location, temporal accumulation, and completeness of included character data.
All but the last utilize auxiliary information linked to the
character. Completeness of included character data, on
the other hand, is derived from the data matrix.
Although rarely explored in current analyses, data
characterization (Table 3) could easily be incorporated
into current database eﬀorts (Ramı́rez et al., 2007).
Graphical summaries of auxiliary information about
character data and the taxon–character matrix (Figs 6
and 7) can highlight important diﬀerences between
cladistic hypotheses, as outlined brieﬂy below using as
an example a recent analysis of theropod dinosaurs
(Sereno, 2004; Sereno et al., 2004). Prior to data
characterization, we could not specify the origin of
included character data, the identity and amount of
rejected character data, the structure and anatomical
location of character data, or how these data arose over
time in the literature.
Characters
Character status. Character status is the assessment of the
validity of a previously-used character statement by the
author of a subsequent cladistic analysis (Figs 5 [second
box from top] and 6a). Commonly used designations for
character status are ‘‘accepted’’ and ‘‘rejected’’. Here,
character usage is reframed in terms of activity. A
character used in an analysis is regarded as ‘‘active’’,
whereas a character that is uninformative or is rejected for
whatever reason is labelled ‘‘inactive’’. Character inactivity (rejection) has been justiﬁed by a number of criteria
(uninformative, variable, high homoplasy, high missing
data, doubtful topology, correlated, mixed coding structure, ambiguous; Poe and Wiens, 2000; Rieppel and
Kearney, 2002; Sereno, 2007). Recording the justiﬁcation(s) for character inactivity (Fig. 5 [second box from
top]) renders more explicit this a priori exercise, which can
be summarized graphically (Fig. 6a) and made available

online for each character. ‘‘Active’’ character records can
be sorted from ‘‘inactive’’ records and summarized
graphically (Fig. 6b–f).
Character structure and type. The ‘‘structure’’ of a
character refers to how its coding and any special
conditions attached to character states. These include
the number of character states, weight assignment, and
allowable character-state transformations (Fig. 6b).
Character ‘‘type’’ refers to the nature of the character
statement, which includes presence–absence, quantitative–linear, quantitative–geometric, qualitative-form,
topological, etc. (Sereno, 2007; Fig. 6c).
Character authorship. The ‘‘original author’’ of a character is here regarded as the ﬁrst to use a character in a
qualitative or quantitative cladistic analysis (Fig. 6d). In
the literature, ﬁrst authorship can be associated with a
much greater range of meanings, such as the ﬁrst author
to describe a character or to coin the current name for a
character; the ﬁrst to incorporate a character into a
taxonomic diagnosis; the ﬁrst to use a character in
association with a particular taxon; or the ﬁrst to
recognize the derived state of a transformational character. It has become commonplace, for example, to cite
particular authors after characters or synapomorphies in
text or in appended character lists. Often the meaning of
these citations is unclear. In many cases, multiple
citations seem to indicate character usage rather than
ﬁrst authorship. I have separated original authorship
from usage, as shown in the example character record
(Fig. 5 [ﬁrst and fourth box from top]).
Marsh (1879), for example, was among the ﬁrst to
recognize the phylogenetic signiﬁcance of the novel
predentary bone in ornithischian dinosaurs, and the ﬁrst
to include it in a taxonomic diagnosis. Sereno (1984) was
ﬁrst to use the predentary bone as a character in cladistic
analysis, which is the meaning of ‘‘original author’’ in
the character record. The aim here is to track the initial
authorship of cladistic character data, in order to track
origin and use in subsequent analyses. Recognition of
pre-cladistic origin or usage of characters can be noted,
such as ‘‘based on Marsh (1879)’’. Restricting ‘‘original
author’’ to the initial use of a character in cladistic
analysis allows the calculation of a character
accumulation proﬁle (Fig. 6f). In the pre-cladistic literature, the phylogenetic meaning of characters and the
nature of taxa to which they were linked are often
ambiguous and best acknowledged in historical notes.
Two issues will surface regularly in assessing ‘‘original
author’’ as described above. First, the use of a character
is meant here to apply only to a local region of the tree
of life. A predentary bone, for example, appears to have
arisen independently in Hesperornis, a basal avian. Were
this character to prove useful in basal avian cladistics,
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Character Status

(a)

(b)

Character Complexity
ordered 3%
unordered 1%

others (< 5% each) 2%
incomplete 7%
ambiguous 7%

(c)

Character Type

others (< 5% each) 5%
neomorphic
25%

form
27%
rejected
38%

uninformative
22%

active
62%

quantitative/
relative 43%

binary 96%

(d)

Character Authorship

(e)

Character Location
5%

others (< 5% each)
19%

7%
Sereno 1999
32%

Gauthier 1986
5%
Sereno et al. 1994
7%

39%

13%

Rowe 1989
7%
Sereno et al. 2004
30%
21%

Character Accumulation Profile

(f)

tu

re
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a

100

Characters 50
%
re
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0
1985

1990

1995

2000

Publication Date
Fig. 6. Data characterization from an analysis of basal theropod dinosaurs (based on Sereno et al., 2004) based on 169 morphological characters.
(a) Status of active and rejected character data considered in the course of an analysis. (b) Complexity of active characters. (c) Character type for
active characters. (d) Original authorship for active characters. (e) Anatomical location of active character data. (f) Character accumulation proﬁle of
active character data based on date of initial publication in a cladistic analysis. Dashed lines show hypothetical curves for ‘‘mature’’ versus
‘‘immature’’ character data, based on sampling of a ﬁnite pool of potential characters.

original authorship would not be Sereno (1984), who
used the character in a distant phylogenetic context
(ornithischian dinosaurs). Other characters, such as the
presence or absence of premaxillary teeth, have arisen
many times in the course of tetrapod evolution, and so
there may arise some question as to what constitutes the
local phylogenetic region. In most cases, however, the

original author is reasonably clear, once the general
boundaries of a cladistic analysis have been deﬁned.
Second, authors often edit or otherwise modify a
character statement used by a previous author. Deciding
whether a particular character is ‘‘new’’ rather than
‘‘modiﬁed from author X’’ can be subjective. As a
general rule, word order, or other relatively superﬁcial
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Table 4
Percentages by anatomical location of characters and missing scores that are depicted graphically in the data-completeness proﬁle (Fig. 7a)

Cranial
Postcranial
Skull
Teeth
Axial column
Pectoral girdle
Humerus
Radius–ulna
Carpus (wrist)
Manus
Pelvis
Femur
Tibia–ﬁbula
Tarsus (ankle)
Pes
Whole skeleton

Number of characters

Character (%)

Character states (missing ⁄ total)

Missing data (%)

71
98
66
5
36
2
5
0
1
4
22
2
11
6
9
0

42
58
39
3
21
1
3
–
1
2
13
1
7
4
5
–

736 ⁄ 1491
992 ⁄ 2058
690 ⁄ 1386
46 ⁄ 105
362 ⁄ 756
25 ⁄ 42
46 ⁄ 105
–
15 ⁄ 21
55 ⁄ 84
217 ⁄ 462
26 ⁄ 42
86 ⁄ 231
59 ⁄ 126
101 ⁄ 189
–

49
48
50
44
48
60
44
–
71
66
47
62
37
47
53
–

changes that do not change the central focus of the
character, are best viewed as modiﬁcation; indeed, this
often is necessitated by altering the terminal taxa under
consideration. Splitting, merging, or more serious
transformations of character statements, however, may
not reﬂect the intention of the original author and are
better interpreted as ‘‘new’’ characters. Without doubt,
the assessment of ‘‘original’’ versus ‘‘new’’ may be less
than obvious. Such interpretive hurdles, nonetheless,
will not obscure the fundamental shape of a curve
showing character accumulation (Fig. 6f), a novel historical parameter discussed below.
Character location. Character ‘‘location’’ is shown here
in categories convenient for the hard and soft anatomy
of vertebrates (Fig. 5, middle box), although characters
could also be linked to an anatomical ontology (Ramı́rez et al., 2007). Graphical summary (Fig. 6e) presents
a better understanding of the location of character data,
and character records can be sorted by location. In the
example data set for a basal thesopod clade, characters
from the axial column can be seen to comprise 21% of
all postcranial character data (Fig. 6e, Table 4).
Character-accumulation proﬁle. Morphological character data come from hard and soft tissues and developmental stages, but ultimately comprise a ﬁnite universe
of potential character data. Characters based on the
vertebrate skeleton, for example, are far more limited in
number than molecular data, especially when gleaned
from imperfect specimens in the fossil record. For deep
phylogenetic nodes, in particular, the potential universe
of morphological characters is limited. Apomorphies at
deep or nested nodes, in addition, should have fewer
missing data than terminal taxa based on fossils. It is
entirely plausible that intensive research on a particular
part of the tree of life could begin to exhaust potential
skeletal variation.

A character-accumulation proﬁle uses year of publication by the ‘‘original author’’ to plot the cumulative
percentage of characters over time for a particular clade
(Fig. 6f). The lively debate over turtle origins, for
example, is an argument that largely resides at deep
nodes within Amniota (Rieppel and Reisz, 1999; Lee,
2001; Hill, 2005; Harris et al., 2007). Are the character
data accumulating apace in the latest studies, or have
systematists begun to exhaust potential skeletal data at
basal nodes within Amniota?
In the example shown here (Fig. 6f), a large inﬂux of
character data occurred in the late 1990s, shortly after
more complete skeletons were found pertaining to
important ingroups. Two-thirds of the character data
originated in studies in 1999 and 2004 (Fig. 6d), as also
shown by the rising curve in the accumulation proﬁle
(Fig. 6f). A hollow curve of this sort suggests that the
cladistic problem under consideration may be ‘‘immature’’ and open to considerable new character data
(Fig. 6f). A ‘‘mature’’ proﬁle, on the other hand, would
approach a plateau, as new character data become
increasingly diﬃcult to discover. Cladistic analyses based
on the skeletal characters of extant taxa, in particular,
should show maturation of character data over time.
Matrices
Missing information can be an important confounding factor in cladistic analysis, especially when considering extinct or poorly sampled species. Here ‘‘missing
information’’ or ‘‘missing data’’ includes unknown as
well as equivocal (ambiguous, polymorphic) characterstate scores. Exploring the impact of missing information is usually an a posteriori exercise involving the
deletion of poorly known taxa (Wilkinson, 1995). A
priori methods, in contrast, explore the distribution of
missing data within the taxon–character matrix. To
date, this has been limited to calculating the percentage
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of missing data entries per taxon, which is sometimes
listed after the last character state. Percentage missing
data, nevertheless, can be summarized in more informative ways by using histograms as described below.
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Data-completeness proﬁle. A data-completeness proﬁle
shows the quantity as well as the completeness of
character-state scores by location (Fig. 7a; Table 4). For
each data partition, the percentage of character data
(above) and missing data (below) are plotted. The proﬁle
shows the relative amount of character data in a morphological partition, and how much of that data was scored as
missing or equivocal. Data ‘‘completeness’’ is a function

on

of the amount of missing data within a particular data
partition. The strongest data partitions contain a signiﬁcant percentage of the total character data (above) with
only a minor percentage of missing data (below).
Analyses involving extant terminal taxa almost always have higher data completeness, because missing
data are often a minor component. Extinct terminal
taxa, by contrast, can have more missing data than
positive character-state scores, as in the example shown
here (e.g. pectoral girdle and forelimb; Fig. 7a). The
data-completeness proﬁle shows where positive character-state scores are concentrated by partition. In the
present example, a greater share of the positive charac-
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%
Fig. 7. Data characterization emphasizing missing data with particular application to paleontological data (based on 169 characters in Sereno et al.,
2004). (a) Data-completeness proﬁle showing, by anatomical location, both the percentage of character data and missing data (based on Sereno et al.,
2004). (b) Missing-data proﬁle showing the percentage of missing character-state scores across characters (above) and taxa (below). Hypothetical
‘‘strong’’ and ‘‘weak’’ missing-data proﬁles are shown as dotted lines, the former indicating that nearly all characters and taxa have less than 20%
missing data.
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ter data is located in the postcranium than in the
cranium (58%, 42%), and nearly half (48–49%) of both
partitions comprise missing character-state scores (Fig.
7a, left pair of columns). Very few positive character
data are derived from the pectoral girdle and forelimb,
as compared with the pelvic girdle and hind limb. Across
the histogram, the percentage of missing data is high,
hovering around 50% in all skeletal data partitions.

than 50% positive character-state scores) alone would
generate the same relationships as in the initial analysis.
Analyses involving extant terminal taxa often have little
missing data and almost always generate a ‘‘strong’’
missing-data proﬁle that is left-skewed (bold dotted lines
to the left; Fig. 7b).

Data comparison
Missing-data proﬁle. A missing-data proﬁle charts the
percentage of missing data (horizontal axis) as a
function of characters (above the horizontal) and taxa
(below the horizontal) (Fig. 7b; Table 5). Extinct terminal taxa usually have a considerable amount of missing
data, which sometimes exceeds positive character-state
scores. In the example shown here, approximately 25%
of the characters in the matrix are missing as much as
50% of their character-state scores (Fig. 7b). This
typically occurs when some terminal taxa are known
only from a portion of the skeleton such as the skull. A
low bell-shaped curve (dotted line above the horizontal)
approximates the distribution of missing data among
characters, with very few characters missing less than
20% or more than 90% of character-state scores. This is
a ‘‘weak’’ missing-data proﬁle common to paleontological analyses.
Plotting missing data across terminal taxa in this
example roughly divides these taxa into two subgroups,
one with less than 30% missing data and another with
more than 75% missing data (Fig. 7b, below horizontal). Based on this plot, it would be interesting to
determine if the more complete terminal taxa (with more

Table 5
Percentages of missing scores among characters and taxa that are
depicted graphically in the missing-data proﬁle (Fig. 7b)
Missing data (%)

Character (%)

Taxa (%)

0–4
5–10
11–14
15–29
20–24
25–29
30–34
35–39
40–44
45–49
50–54
55–59
60–64
65–69
70–74
75–79
80–84
85–89
90–94
95–100

0
0
0
0
2
3
9
8
12
25
15
11
7
8
3
1
1
0
0
0

10
14
5
10
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
10
5
5
0
10
10
19
0
0

Systematic a priori comparison of character data is
rare. Often, no comparisons are made with previous
analyses, and character data are simply listed in an
appendix. If diﬀerences are noted in either character
selection or character-state scores, they are often limited
to particular characters or nodes. Most comparisons are
limited to a posteriori cladogram manipulations. Cladogram reconﬁguration with constraint trees, for example, assesses the additional length required to
reconﬁgure conﬂicting results from an opposing analysis. Needless to say, this sheds no light on the character
and scoring diﬀerences that underlie diﬀering results.
There are two principal impediments to thorough
data comparison in morphology-based cladistics: (i)
non-overlapping terminal taxa between analyses, and (ii)
character data that vary in expression or structure
between analyses and are diﬃcult to track and match.
This section deals with overcoming the ﬁrst impediment.
The second impediment, which concerns the fairly
unstructured manner in which morphology-based characters are formulated, has stimulated recent development of anatomical ontologies (Mabee et al., 2007;
Ramı́rez et al., 2007) and presentation standards for
morphological characters (Sereno, 2007).
Taxonomic scope
Unless the authors of two morphology-based analyses
have chosen virtually identical terminal taxa, character
data that are informative only to one or the other
analysis may be intermingled with data that are informative to both. This simple problem—the mixing of
shared informative data with data unique to one of two
competing hypotheses—is a formidable obstacle to data
comparison, especially as data sets grow in size. As a
result, little in the way of data comparison occurs, and
character lists and taxon–character matrices that only
partially overlap continue to accumulate in the
literature.
I outline a method below to seek the shared, or
common, argument between a pair of such opposing
hypotheses to isolate character data in each data set that
is informative for that common argument. Particularly
meaningful data comparison can be undertaken if we
can ‘‘normalize’’ competing hypotheses in this way.
Character selection and character-state scoring, for
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Table 6
Terms and deﬁnitions for data comparison (italicized words in deﬁnitions are deﬁned elsewhere in the table)
Term

Deﬁnition

Taxonomic scope
Shared taxonomic scope
Shared ingroup node

Unrooted network representing the preferred hypothesis or consensus tree for a set of ingroup taxa
Taxonomic scope (network) shared by the ingroup taxa of two or more phylogenetic hypotheses
Node identifying the most inclusive node shared by two or more hypotheses as determined by the
most proximate shared outgroup node
Node identiﬁed by the most proximate comparable outgroup taxon that lies outside the most inclusive
clade of identical or comparable ingroup taxa
Ancestral states (or hypothetical common ancestor) at the shared outgroup node

Shared outgroup node
Comparable common
ancestor
Shared or comparable
outgroup taxon
Shared or comparable
ingroup taxon
Unique ingroup taxon
Explicit exemplar
Implicit exemplar
Relevant data
Irrelevant data

Shared data
Unshared data
Rejected data
Character-coding mismatch
Character-state conﬂict
Character-state disparity
Character-state
neutralization,
swapping, consensus
Ancestor-similarity
index (ASI)

Outgroup taxon in two or more hypotheses that is either (i) shared (= same species or supraspeciﬁc
taxon) or (ii) comparable (= representative of the same ingroup taxon, such as an alternative species
exemplar from the same supraspeciﬁc clade)
Ingroup taxon in two or more hypotheses that is either (i) shared (= same species or supraspeciﬁc taxon)
or (ii) comparable (= representative of the same ingroup taxon, such as an alternative species
exemplar from the same supraspeciﬁc clade)
Ingroup taxon with no counterpart in one or more hypotheses under comparison that does not expand
taxonomic scope
Species designated as an exemplar for a supraspeciﬁc taxon of recognized diversity
Species functioning as an exemplar for a supraspeciﬁc taxon of recognized diversity, although not
explicitly recognized as such
Character data that remains informative for the taxonomic scope under consideration; includes
shared and unshared data partitions in a comparison between hypotheses
Character data that are uninformative for the taxonomic scope under consideration, including data
that may have been informative outside the shared ingroup node or within the ingroup for taxa that
have been collapsed or removed
Relevant character data shared by two hypotheses
Relevant character data present in only one hypothesis under comparison
User label for relevant unshared data in an opposing analysis (or opposing analyses) that are rejected
(considered inactive) on the basis of rejection criteria (miscoded, correlated, hypervariable, etc.)
Character-coding variation for the same character between analyses under comparison, which can
involve (i) inversion, (ii) diﬀerential subdivision, and (iii) non-comparable states
Conﬂictive character-state scores for the same character between analyses involving positive characterstate scores (e.g. 0, 1, 2 …)
Character-state scores for the same character between analyses involving a positive versus an
ambiguous character-state score (e.g. ?, 0 ⁄ 1, –)
Conﬂictive character-state scores for the same character between analyses can be altered to
understand their phylogenetic impact by substituting an ambiguous score (neutralization), a score
used in an opposing analysis (swapping), or the score used in a majority of analyses (consensus)
Measure of the proportion of shared character states for the comparable common ancestor for shared
data between two analyses (from 0 to 1.00):
ASI ¼ ðtcs  ðcsc þ 0:5ðcsdÞÞÞ=tcs

Character-similarity
index (CSI)

tcs = total number of character states compared
csc = number of character-state conﬂicts
csd = number of character-state disparities
Measure of the proportion of shared characters relative to the total number of relevant unique
characters (total characters) between two analyses (from 0 to 1.00):
CSI ¼ sc=tc

Available charactersimilarity
index (aCSI)

Character-state
similarity
index (CSSI)

sc = number of shared characters
tc = total number of characters
Measure of the proportion of shared characters relative to the sum of shared and rejected relevant
unique characters in a previous analysis (from 0 to 1.00):
aCSI ¼ sc=ðsc þ rcÞ
sc = number of shared characters
rc = number of rejected characters
Measure of the proportion of shared character states for relevant shared data between two analyses
(from 0 to 1.00):
CSSI ¼ ðtcs  ðcsc þ 0:5ðcsdÞÞÞ=tcsðabbreviations as in ASIÞ
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example, may be measured eﬀectively as a proportion of
total characters and character states, respectively.
Competing hypotheses are ‘‘normalized’’ in two ways:
(i) pruning taxa unique to one hypothesis that lie outside
the purview of the opposing hypothesis, and (ii)
collapsing taxa that are ‘‘oversplit’’ in one hypothesis
relative to the opposing hypothesis. Each data set is then
reanalysed to isolate and compare character data that
remain informative. The goal is to retain as many
original terminal taxa as possible in each hypothesis,
excluding or collapsing only those that extend beyond
the shared phylogenetic problem or network of common
nodes—here termed their ‘‘shared taxonomic scope’’
(Table 6).
This ‘‘normalization’’ procedure is not a consensus
approach, because there is no attempt to resolve
conﬂicting arrangements for identical or comparable
taxa. Nor is this procedure a supertree approach; there
is no single output tree, but rather opposing trees
composed mainly of identical, or comparable, terminal
taxa. The procedure seeks comparable data sets that are
informative to the largest set of ingroup taxa originally
present in opposing hypotheses.
The simplest ‘‘normalization’’ procedure between two
overlapping hypotheses is to select identical terminal
taxa, delete all others, reanalyse the data sets, and
compare only the residual informative data. This procedure requires no more than a list of terminal taxa for
each hypothesis. A case study of tyrannosaurid dinosaurs outlined below closely approximates this simple
circumstance.
Retaining only identical, or shared, terminal taxa,
however, is often too severe a restriction to allow
meaningful comparison between hypotheses. More
often opposing hypotheses have chosen closely related,
but not identical, terminal taxa for a particular clade.
(a)

(b)

B

A
3

C

a

A

b

These might include a diﬀerent species exemplar, one
species exemplar versus multiple exemplars, or a species
versus a genus or suprageneric taxon. These are here
termed ‘‘comparable’’ terminal taxa, which can be
retained in each hypothesis with appropriate considerations, while acknowledging at the outset that they are
not identical (Table 6). Recognizing comparable terminal taxa that are not identical requires taxonomic or
morphological information not present in a simple list of
terminal taxa. In the simplest case, one must know that
an alternative species exemplar is representative of the
same clade. Finally, there can exist terminal taxa present
in only one hypothesis that fall between terminal taxa
also present in an opposing hypothesis. Retention of
these unique nested terminal taxa, to which the character data of an opposing analysis ought to be informative,
may aﬀect the relationships of shared or comparable
ingroup taxa.
In summary, data comparison between hypotheses
with imperfect taxonomic overlap ranges from a simple
approach, which limits the comparison to the subset of
identical terminal taxa and associated informative data,
to a more involved approach, outlined below, which
attempts to maximize the comparison to retain as many
original taxa and informative characters as possible.
Shared taxonomic scope. The preferred hypothesis for a
set of ingroup taxa can be represented by an unrooted
network—its ‘‘taxonomic scope’’. The portion of that
network that overlaps that of an opposing hypothesis
constitutes its ‘‘shared taxonomic scope’’ relative to the
opposing hypothesis (Table 6).
Hypothesis 1 has seven terminal taxa divided into
two three-taxon clades (taxon A, B) and one singleton
(taxon C) (Fig. 8a). For simplicity, we can regard the
seven terminal taxa as species. In this case, its

c

B

d

(c)

C

A

b

B

C

6
2

5
4

outgroups

outgroups

a a

a a
1
outgroups

Hypothesis 1

a a
SIN
SON

STS of Hypothesis 2
(relative to Hypothesis 1)

Hypothesis 2
Fig. 8. Taxonomic scope describes the network of a phylogenetic hypothesis. (a) Hypothesis 1 with seven terminal taxa divided into two clades (taxa
A, B) and one singleton (taxon C) with successive outgroups (taxa a, a¢). (b) Hypothesis 2 with four additional ingroup taxa (taxa a–d), successive
outgroups (taxa a¢, a¢¢), and shared taxonomic scope with respect to hypothesis 1 (dashed line). (c) Shared taxonomic scope of hypothesis 2 with
respect to hypothesis 1 after transfer of taxon a to the outgroup and removal of taxa c and d. Solid dots mark nodes present in hypothesis 1; open
dots mark nodes present only in hypothesis 2. Abbreviations: SIN, shared ingroup node; SON, shared outgroup node; STS, shared taxonomic scope.
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taxonomic scope is a network of six nodes supported
by informative data. The taxonomic scope of hypothesis 1 is thus determined by the immediate outgroup,
taxon a, and the degree to which the higher taxa, A–C,
are subdivided.
Hypothesis 2 is more expansive in taxonomic scope
than hypothesis 1 (Fig. 8b). It includes four additional
ingroup taxa (a–d) and several nodes that are not
represented in hypothesis 1. It is probable, as a result,
that the data set for hypothesis 2 contains characters
that would be uninformative to hypothesis 1. To isolate
the network of nodes that hypothesis 2 shares with
hypothesis 1, we need to remove non-overlapping
terminal taxa introduced by hypothesis 2. This is
determined by (i) the most proximate ‘‘shared outgroup
node’’, and (ii) ‘‘shared’’ or ‘‘comparable ingroup taxa’’
(Table 6).
For both hypotheses, the most proximate shared
outgroup node is that joining taxon a. Thus taxon a
must be removed from the ingroup of hypothesis 2, as
otherwise it would expand beyond the lower taxonomic
scope (network) of hypothesis 1. Taxa c and d, likewise,
have no comparable terminal taxa in hypothesis 1, and
thus create additional nodes outside the network of
hypothesis 1. Taxa c and d thus must be removed from
the ingroup of hypothesis 2. Finally, although taxon b
has no comparable taxon in hypothesis 1, it does not
add nodes as do taxa a, c, and d. Taxon b lies between
nodes 1 and 2 in hypothesis 1, potentially drawing
synapomorphies from clade A. Rather than adding
network nodes, taxon b subdivides the network of
hypothesis 1. Taxon b is here termed a ‘‘unique ingroup
taxon’’, or a taxon with no counterpart in an opposing
hypothesis, but also one that does not expand the
taxonomic scope of that opposing hypothesis (Table 6).
The shared taxonomic scope of hypothesis 2 with
respect to hypothesis 1, in sum, includes the two threetaxon clades (taxa A, B), the singleton species (taxon C),
and taxon b (Fig. 8c). The shared taxonomic scope of
hypothesis 1 with respect to hypothesis 2, on the other
hand, is hypothesis 1 without modiﬁcation (Fig. 8a), as
its network is entirely within that of hypothesis 2
(Fig. 8b).
The taxonomic scope of hypothesis 1 can be viewed as
a network with ﬁve internodal locations where added
taxa would subdivide, rather than expand, the network
(Fig. 8a). In hypothesis 2, taxon b occupies one of those
positions, joining the cladogram between two nodes
(node 1 and 2) of hypothesis 1; taxon b subdivides,
rather than expands, the network (dashed line) shared
with hypothesis 1 (Fig. 8b). There are eight possible
positions, in contrast, where one or more taxa could be
added to hypothesis 1 that would expand its network.
Those positions include taxa joining any one of the
seven terminal taxa in hypothesis 1, as well as new basal
taxa that lie outside the ingroup node (Fig. 8a, node 1).
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In hypothesis 2, taxa a, c and d join in these positions
and expand beyond the nodal network of hypothesis 1
(hollow nodes; Fig. 8b).
For simplicity, the ﬁrst two hypotheses chosen here to
demonstrate the determination of a shared taxonomic
scope involve the same ingroup clade and are completely
overlapping (Fig. 8a, b). All of hypothesis 1 is thus
subsumed within hypothesis 2. The original and shared
taxonomic scope are diﬀerent only for hypothesis 2
(Fig. 8b, c), as the original and shared taxonomic scope
of hypothesis 1 are identical with respect to hypothesis 2
(Fig. 8a).
Published cladistic analyses that have overlapping
ingroups, in contrast, are usually mutually asymmetrical; the shared taxonomic scope for each hypothesis is
more restricted than the taxonomic scope of either
original hypothesis (Fig. 9). Three alterations are commonly necessary to achieve shared taxonomic scope: (i)
oversplit clades that are represented in both hypotheses
need to be collapsed and replaced with a higher-level
taxon (marked with an asterisk); (ii) clades that are
present in one hypothesis but do not expand taxonomic
scope relative to another need to be collapsed and
replaced with a higher-level taxon (marked with an
asterisk); (iii) unshared exemplars for a particular clade
that expand taxonomic scope relative to an opposing
hypothesis must be pruned. These operations are shown
in a comparison of two hypotheses, which, for simplicity, have the same ingroup node (Fig. 9; outgroups not
shown).
Taxon A in hypothesis 1 (Fig. 9a), for example, is
oversplit relative to the corresponding taxon in hypothesis 2 (Fig. 9b). Taxon B in hypothesis 1 (Fig. 9a) is also
oversplit relative to hypothesis 2, but it uses diﬀerent
exemplars (b, b¢) than in hypothesis 2 (b¢¢) (Fig. 9b).
Taxon C in hypothesis 1 (Fig. 9a) is not represented in
hypothesis 2 (Fig. 9b), but taxon C lies between other
taxa (taxon b and taxa d, e) that are present in both
hypotheses (or represented by alternative exemplars).
Collapsing the exemplars for taxon C is necessary, but
maintaining its presence as a singleton terminal taxon
does not add network nodes. Taxon d is present in both
hypotheses 1 and 2 and thus does not require any
modiﬁcation (Fig. 9a, b). Taxon E in hypothesis 2
(Fig. 9b) is oversplit, but includes among its exemplars
the same taxon (taxon e) present in hypothesis 1
(Fig. 9a). Thus the additional exemplar in hypothesis 2
(taxon e¢) must be pruned (Fig. 9d).
By collapsing oversplit clades in hypothesis 1 (an
asterisk marks a collapsed taxon; Fig. 9c) or removing
the unmatched exemplar taxon e¢ in hypothesis 2
(Fig. 9d), shared taxonomic scope is achieved for these
two hypotheses relative to each another. That is, the
network (taxonomic scope) occupied by these hypotheses (dashed line) is comparable (Fig. 9c, d). As in the
previous example (Fig. 8a, c), the cladograms depicting
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A

B
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A
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d

e

e
E

Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 1
(c)

(d)

*A

*B

*C

d

e

A

b

d

e

STS Hypothesis 2
STS Hypothesis 1
Fig. 9. Determining shared taxonomic scope (STS) of one hypothesis relative to another may involve collapsing an oversplit or unique terminal
taxon or removal of a unique sister taxon. (a) Hypothesis 1; (b) Hypothesis 2; (c) STS of hypothesis 1 with respect to hypothesis 2; (d) STS of
hypothesis 2 with respect to hypothesis 1. Taxon A in hypothesis 1 is oversplit relative to hypothesis 2. Taxon B in hypothesis 1 is oversplit and uses
diﬀerent exemplars (taxa b, b¢) than in hypothesis 2 (taxon b¢¢). Taxon C in hypothesis 1 is oversplit relative to hypothesis 2 but does not add network
nodes. Taxon d is present in both hypotheses 1 and 2. Taxon E in hypothesis 2 is oversplit but uses an exemplar (taxon e) present in hypothesis 1, and
so the unique sister taxon (taxon eÕ) is removed. Dashed lines indicate the nodal network or its taxonomic scope. An asterisk before taxa A–C
indicates a collapsed taxon that was represented by two or more taxa in the original hypothesis.

shared taxonomic scope between these two hypotheses
are not identical. Also as in the previous case, the shared
taxonomic scope for hypothesis 1 retains a terminal
taxon (*C) not represented in the shared taxonomic
scope for hypothesis 2, and at least one terminal taxon
(e¢) was pruned from hypothesis 2. Unlike the previous
case, however, diﬀerences in taxonomic scope necessitated the collapse of terminal taxa in hypothesis 1 (an
asterisk marks a collapsed taxon; Fig. 9c).
Determining shared taxonomic scope is envisioned as
a two-step process involving a down-pass to determine
the lower shared boundary of the unrooted network
(shared ingroup and outgroup nodes) and an up-pass
that identiﬁes shared or comparable terminal taxa,
collapses oversplit clades, and prunes unique terminal
taxa that lie outside the shared network (Fig. 10).
Down-pass and up-pass procedures are described in
more detail in the following two sections, respectively.
Shared outgroup and ingroup nodes. Outgroup and
ingroup nodes exist for any phylogenetic hypothesis
with two successive outgroups or a speciﬁed ancestral
condition (Maddison et al., 1984). Two situations arise,
depending on the conﬁguration and number of designated outgroups.

A

outgroups

B

up-pass
down-pass

Fig. 10. Diagrammatic depiction of operations needed to determine
shared taxonomic scope in a phylogenetic hypothesis that overlaps in
taxonomic scope with another. A and B represent comparable terminal
taxa from opposing analyses from either side of a basal dichotomy
(node = shared ingroup node). The downward arrow depicts the
down-pass to identify the shared outgroup node or the lower bound of
shared taxonomic space. The upward arrows depict the up-pass that
stops the upper bound of shared taxonomic space (terminal taxa or
basal nodes of clades that are oversplit in one hypothesis).

In situation 1, with an unpolarized outgroup, a single
outgroup (real or all-zero) or clade of multiple outgroups is speciﬁed, such that there are no synapomor-
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phies at the ingroup node. Monophyly of the ingroup is
assumed, as most potential synapomorphies at the
ingroup node are more parsimoniously regarded as
primitive; the alternative state becomes an autapomorphy of the singleton outgroup, and the character is
regarded as uninformative. When comparing two
hypotheses under situation 1, identifying the shared
outgroup node is a simple matter. Determine the largest
clade with identical or comparable terminal taxa clade
(the shared ingroup node), and collapse all clades at
more inclusive levels into a single outgroup (Fig. 10;
taxa A, B). In this case, we are interested only in the
interrelationships within the shared ingroup clade,
rather than character data that might apply to the
shared ingroup node.
Sereno and Brusatte (2009) used situation 1 in their
comparison of four analyses of tyrannosaurid dinosaurs. The largest common ingroup clade was identiﬁed
between these hypotheses, and an outgroup node was
established. This limited the problem to the interrelationships of six species. Synapomorphies present at the
ingroup node (Tyrannosauridae) in some of the hypotheses were regarded as uninformative when reanalysed
for comparison with these more restricted ingroup and
outgroup conditions.
Situation 2, with a polarized outgroup, involves either
a speciﬁed ancestral condition or two or more successive
outgroups. In this case, synapomorphies residing at the
ingroup node are regarded as informative, because
polarity is established by an ancestral condition or pair
of successive outgroups (Fig. 10). The down-pass in a
comparison between hypotheses must locate the most
proximate comparable outgroup taxon (Table 6). One
hypothesis may include unique basal taxa between the
ingroup and outgroup node of an opposing hypothesis.
These unique basal taxa have no counterpart in the
opposing hypothesis, yet they lie within its taxonomic
scope (network) as explained in more detail below.
In hypothesis 1, taxon a is the immediate outgroup
(Fig. 8a). In hypothesis 2, taxon a is within the ingroup,
and the most proximate outgroup is taxon a¢ (Fig. 8b).
The shared outgroup node is identiﬁed as the most
proximate outgroup taxon between the two hypotheses
that lies outside the most inclusive set of identical or
comparable ingroup taxa (Table 6). ‘‘Comparable’’ here
means representative of the same taxon (an alternative
exemplar, or a supraspeciﬁc taxon including that
exemplar) (Table 6). For these two hypotheses,
taxon a is the most proximate outgroup, and thus
identiﬁes both the shared outgroup and ingroup nodes
(Fig. 8a, c).
The conﬁguration of taxa at the base of the cladogram is similar in this two-way comparison. There are
no unique ingroup taxa in a basal position between
taxon a and clade A. If such a taxon existed in
hypothesis 2, the shared ingroup node (SIN) would
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move toward the shared outgroup node (SON) to
include it. The rationale here is uniform—shared taxonomic scope includes all taxa that do not extend the
nodal network of another hypothesis. A basal unique
ingroup taxon in this position in hypothesis 2 would
divide, rather than extend, the network of hypothesis 1.
Thus synapomorphies that may have resided at node 1
in hypothesis 1 (Fig. 8a) may now be split in hypothesis
2, with some residing at a more inclusive node that
unites this hypothetical unique basal taxon and the
remainder of the ingroup. To exclude this unique basal
taxon, and instead place the SIN where it is shown at
present (Fig. 8b), would be an error, as it would exclude
comparable data in hypothesis 2 that may well reside at
node 1 in hypothesis 1. Thus unique basal, or stem, taxa
that lie inside the SON must be included within the SIN.
The SON ultimately determines the location of the SIN,
the lower bound of shared taxonomic scope, not the
reverse.
Once the SON has been located, the ancestral states at
that node represent the comparable starting point in the
analyses being compared, or the comparable common
ancestor (Table 6). Those states are best determined using
any phylogenetic constraints on outgroups or character
ordering that was speciﬁed by the original author(s).
Collapsing oversplit ingroup taxa. Now the upper bound
of shared taxonomic scope can be determined (hypotheses 1 and 2; Fig. 9a, b). Shared (identical) ingroup taxa,
of course, are included as part of shared taxonomic
scope (taxon d; Fig. 9c, d). The real issue concerns
ingroup taxa that are oversplit in one hypothesis
compared with another (taxa A–C; Fig. 9a). An oversplit taxon has two or more terminal taxa that are
represented by a single terminal taxon in another
hypothesis. An oversplit taxon can include (i) two or
more exemplars represented by a clade in an opposing
hypothesis (taxon A versus a, a¢; Fig. 9a, b); (ii) two or
more exemplars represented by a diﬀerent exemplar in
an opposing hypothesis (taxa b and b¢ versus b¢¢;
Fig. 9a, b); or (iii) two or more terminal taxa that
belong to a unique ingroup clade that lies within the
taxonomic scope of the opposing hypothesis (taxa c and
c¢ in hypothesis 1, which lies between taxa b¢¢ and d, e in
hypothesis 2; Fig. 9a, b).
Any of these three common situations are handled the
same way—the oversplit taxon must be collapsed to a
single comparable terminal taxon, labelled accordingly
with a higher taxon name (marked by an asterisk), and
assigned the composite ancestral character states at the
collapsed node. This comparable taxon is then inserted
as an additional line into the original taxon–character
matrix as a replacement for the oversplit terminal taxa.
Collapsing terminal taxa as described removes unshared
network nodes and limits the hypothesis to the bounds
of shared taxonomic space.
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• similarity indices
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analysis

STEP 2 - Determine & Partition
Relevant Data

STEP 3 - Calculate Indices &
Comparative Analysis

Fig. 11. Graphical summary of three principal steps in data comparison between two hypotheses, which culminated in the calculation of data
similarity indices and comparative data analysis.

It must be borne in mind that oversplit taxa and taxa
that must be pruned are not the same. Oversplit taxa
overlap the nodal network of another hypothesis but
must be collapsed to become comparable (taxa a, a¢
versus A; Fig. 9a, b). Terminal taxa that do not overlap
but rather add nodes to the network shared with another
hypothesis must be pruned, as in the case of a novel
sister taxon (e¢) to a shared (identical) terminal taxon (e;
Fig. 9a, b).
Two circumstances are encountered when collapsing a
taxon to make a comparable composite terminal taxon
with respect to another hypothesis. If the composite
terminal taxon was used as a label for a node on the
original cladogram, its use as a proxy matches its
designation in the original hypothesis (taxa A, B;
Fig. 9a, b). If there is no such designation on the
original cladogram or in associated text, an appropriate
name must be designated for the composite taxon. In
both cases, an asterisk can be attached to the composite
terminal taxon when used on a cladogram or inserted
into a taxon–character matrix (A*–C*; Fig. 9b). Tagged
in this way, the collapsed, composite taxon is clearly
diﬀerentiated from unmodiﬁed terminal taxa present in
the original hypothesis.
Isolating relevant data. The data matrix is reanalysed to
isolate informative character data, once the shared
taxonomic scope of a hypothesis has been determined,

its terminal taxa adjusted by removal or collapse as
needed, and the taxon–character matrix adjusted (deletion of taxa, insertion of composite terminal taxa). This
would include all the original informative character data
for a hypothesis only if the taxonomic scope and shared
taxonomic scope of a hypothesis are one in the same
(hypothesis 1; Fig. 8a). Otherwise, some of the original
informative data is rendered uninformative by removal
or collapse of original terminal taxa. The terms ‘‘relevant’’ and ‘‘irrelevant’’, rather than ‘‘informative’’ and
‘‘uninformative’’, are used here to distinguish these data
partitions to avoid confusion with their original information content (Table 6). The aim of determining
shared taxonomic scope is to allow isolation of relevant
character data and to set aside irrelevant character data
that are applicable (informative) only in one hypothesis
(step 1; Fig. 11).
Data partitions
Shared character data. Once the relevant data partition
has been isolated in a comparison of one or more
hypotheses, the individual character statements are
compared to identify those that are shared (step 2;
Fig. 11). Shared character data are composed of equivalent character statements that comprise some proportion of the total relevant character data for two or more
hypotheses (Table 6).
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Determining which characters are shared is a process
that could be facilitated by software that allows scrolling
and drag-and-drop linkage between opposing character
lists (see below). At present I use information logged
during character compilation into the character records
in CharacterSearch. Overlapping characters can be
sorted by selecting authors in the Character Usage box
(Fig. 5), and then further sorting these character records
to include only relevant character data.
Unshared and rejected character data. Any relevant
character data that are not among shared character data
are considered ‘‘unshared’’ (Table 6). In most comparisons of opposing hypotheses, unshared character data
exist in each hypothesis with no matching character data in
the opposing hypothesis.
‘‘Unshared’’ is a relatively non-judgmental term to
identify the unmatched partition of relevant character
data between hypotheses. If the comparison of
hypotheses is done by an author of a new analysis
after review of the character data in a pre-existing
hypothesis, then ‘‘rejected’’ may be an appropriate
label for unshared data in an opposing analysis that is
relevant but purposely excluded. The author in this
case has considered all relevant character data in an
opposing hypothesis and then has rejected this unshared partition.
Data similarity indices

Terminology. A characterÕs ‘‘code’’ and ‘‘character coding’’ refer to the structure of a character and the process or
methodology used to create character statements, respectively (Sereno, 2007). In contrast, a characterÕs ‘‘score’’
and ‘‘character scoring’’ refer to the particular state
assigned to the cells of a taxon–character matrix and the
process or methodology used to designate character
states, respectively. The distinction between character
structure and the assignment of particular character states
is often obscured in the literature.
The terminology used to describe diﬀerences or
conﬂicts in character coding or scoring is even less well
established. Here I describe diﬀerences in the coding of
the same character as ‘‘character coding mismatch’’, as
when one analysis divides a particular character into
more states than another, or when the same character
states are assigned to diﬀerent values.
The principal focus of this paper, however, is to
measure similarity in character selection and scoring,
rather than character coding. Character-state diﬀerences
occur either as conﬂictive positive character states, here
termed ‘‘character-state conﬂict’’, or as a character state
versus a question mark or its equivalent (gap, polymorphism, etc.), here termed ‘‘character-state disparity’’.
Character-state conﬂict can be ‘‘real’’ or ‘‘apparent’’.
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Real character-state conﬂict occurs when a particular
cell is assigned a diﬀerent character state, one that refers
to a diﬀerent condition; apparent character-state conﬂict
occurs when a given cell is assigned a diﬀerent character
state that refers to the same condition (due to reversal or
shuﬄing of character-state assignments during character
coding). Character-state disparity occurs when a given
cell is assigned a positive score in one analysis and an
ambiguous score in another. Positive character states are
here distinguished from ambiguous character states
scores, in which character-state evaluation is not decisive (polymorphism, ambiguity, lack of information, or
transformation). Terminological aspects of character
coding and scoring are carefully distinguished here
(Table 6) because they are critical to a meaningful
evaluation of similarity.
When comparing the shared taxonomic scope of two
hypotheses, there are three principal reasons for
diﬀering phylogenetic results: (i) diﬀerent character
states for shared characters in the hypothetical ancestor; (ii) unshared characters present in only one
hypothesis; and (iii) diﬀerent character states for
characters present in both analyses. Four data similarity indices are introduced below to measure the degree
of similarity between two hypotheses in these three
regards. The ancestor-similarity index (ASI) measures
the similarity of the ancestral condition at the shared
outgroup node and thus assesses similarity in outgroup
assumptions. The character similarity indices (CSI,
aCSI) measure the percentage of relevant character
data that is shared between hypotheses and thus assess
character selection. The character-state similarity index
(CSSI) measures the degree to which shared character
data have identical character states in shared or
comparable terminal taxa and thus assesses character
scoring. All range from 0.00 (no similarity) to 1.00
(identity) (Table 6).
Ancestor-similarity index. The ASI is a measure of the of
the similarity of the character states at the shared
outgroup node (comparable common ancestor) as
scored in two opposing analyses:
ASI ¼ ðtcs  ðcsc þ 0:5ðcsdÞÞÞ=tcs
where
tcs = total number of character states
csc = number of character-state conﬂicts
csd = number of character-state disparities.
An ASI of 1.0 indicates complete agreement of
character-state scores at the shared outgroup node
between two analyses, which usually is the case only
when hypotheses under comparison have selected hypothetical primitive (all-zero) outgroups. The ASI is
expected to be signiﬁcantly less than 1.0 when diﬀerent
outgroups are selected by opposing hypotheses, or when
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Character-similarity index. The character-similarity index (CSI) is a measure of the proportion of shared
relevant character data between two analyses:

aCSI ¼ sc=ðsc þ rcÞ
where
sc = number of shared characters between two data
sets
rc = number of rejected characters between two data
sets.
This index focuses the comparison to determine the
extent to which available character data are included in
a subsequent analysis. A CSI of 1.0 indicates complete
incorporation of characters from a previous analysis, an
improbable circumstance with morphology-based characters. In a hypothetical comparison between two
analyses adjusted for shared taxonomic scope, 10
characters were present in an available analysis, to
which 90 additional characters are added (Fig. 12a, left
pair of columns). The CSI is 0.1, and the aCSI is 1.0, as
indicated (Fig. 12a, under second column). In this

New
Analysis

Existing
Analysis

New
Analysis

0
10
20

50

100

CSI ¼ sc=tc
where
sc = number of shared characters between two data
sets
tc = total number of characters between two data
sets.
This index compares characters rather than character
states. A CSI of 1.0 indicates complete overlap of
characters between two analyses, an improbable circumstance involving morphological data. In this case,
the total number of characters (tc) equals the number of
shared characters (sc). In a comparison of two analyses,
the CSI decreases from 1.0 as the proportion of shared
characters decreases relative to the total number of
unique characters. The CSI is thus a measure of
character selection between comparable hypotheses.
The available character-similarity index (aCSI) is a
measure of the proportion of shared relevant character
data between two analyses divided by the sum of shared
plus rejected relevant character data:

Existing
Analysis

(a)

No. characters

the same outgroups are selected but are scored diﬀerently. Character-state diﬀerences between analyses
either comprise character-state conﬂict (e.g. 0 versus 1)
or character-state disparity (e.g. 1 versus ?). The penalty
in the former case is 1 and in the latter case is 0.5. For
binary characters, an unknown character state (?) is
operationally equivalent to polymorphism (0 ⁄ 1), which
theoretically diﬀers from a single state score (0 or 1)
50% of the time. The same penalties apply to diﬀerent
character-state scores for multistate characters. These
penalties are then subtracted from the total number of
character states, the index measuring their proportion of
total character states.

unshared
data
(90)

CSI = 0.10
aCSI = 1.00

Data Addition
(b)

unrejected shared
data
data
(10)
(90)

CSI = 0.09
aCSI = 0.50

Cherry-Picking

Matrix 1 Matrix 2 Matrix 3 Matrix 4
????
1111
1111
????
????
1111
1111
????
????
1111
0000
1111
????
1111
0000
0000
CSSI = 0.50 CSSI = 0.50

CSSI = 0.50

CSSI = 0.50
CSSI = 0.75
Fig. 12. Calculation of the character and character state similarity
indices. (a) Character similarity and available character-similarity
indices (CSI, aCSI). ‘‘Data addition’’ scenario in which 90 unshared
characters are added to 10 existing characters resulting in a low CSI
(0.10) but perfect aCSI (1.00). ‘‘Cherry-picking’’ scenario in which 90
unshared characters are added to 10 out of 20 existing characters (10
are rejected) resulting in a similar CSI (0.09) but much lower aCSI
(0.50). (b) Comparison of the character-state similarity index between
four hypothetical matrices showing the cumulative eﬀects of characterstate disparity and character-state conﬂict.

example, all available characters in the available analysis
are resampled.
If 20 characters are present in the available analysis
but only 10 are resampled (10 rejected), only half of the
initial character data is resampled. The aCSI is 0.5
rather than 1.0, a value that indicates signiﬁcant
‘‘cherry-picking’’ of available character data (Fig. 12a,
right pair of columns). If 90 additional characters are
also added in the subsequent analysis, the CSI is 0.9, just
slightly less than 1.0. The aCSI is thus sensitive to
available data and is not aﬀected by the addition of
signiﬁcant unshared data in a subsequent analysis. aCSI,
in other words, speciﬁcally measures the degree of
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incorporation of available character data, whereas CSI
measures the overall similarity of character data
between two analyses.
Character statements vary in morphological data even
when describing the same feature (Sereno, 2007).
Whether character statements in opposing data sets
are similar enough to be regarded as the same is
sometimes unclear. Minor diﬀerences in wording or
swapping of character-state assignments are not cause to
register character-state conﬂict. It is character selection,
rather than coding, that is at issue in this index. The
same is true if ‘‘present’’ or ‘‘absent’’ character states are
sequestered in a neomorphic character in one data set
but in another combined with transformational states as
a single character. In this case, two characters in one
data set would be matched with a single character in
another data set. Some of the intricacies of matching
characters between data sets are covered elsewhere
(Sereno and Brusatte, 2009).
Character-state similarity index. The CSSI is a measure
of the similarity between corresponding character states
in opposing analyses. It uses the same formula as the
ASI, but considers the similarity of character states of
comparable characters rather than comparable ancestral
conditions:
CSSI ¼ ðtcs  ðcsc þ 0:5ðcsdÞÞÞ=tcs
where
tcs = total number of character states
csc = number of character-state conﬂicts
csd = number of character-state disparities.
A CSSI of 1.0 indicates identical character-state
scores for the same characters in identical or comparable terminal taxa between two analyses, an improbable
circumstance
given
the
complexity
of
morphological data and variation between analyses in
specimens, preservation, and interpretation. As with
the ASI, the CSSI tracks character-state conﬂict (e.g. 0
versus 1) and disparity (e.g. 1 versus ?) with similar
penalties of 1.0 and 0.5, respectively. If identical or
similar character states are assigned diﬀerent numbers
between two data sets, this must be taken into account
so that apparent scoring diﬀerences are not logged as if
they were real.
Comparing cells having missing data with cells having
resolved character states generates a CSSI of 0.5 (Fig. 12b,
matrix 1 versus matrix 2 or 3). Cells with resolved character
states in two matrices that conﬂict 50% of the time have a
similar CSSI (Fig. 12b, matrix 2 versus matrix 3) as do cells
with some combination of missing data and characterstate conﬂict (Fig. 12b, matrix 3 versus matrix 4). Because
there are two sources for scoring diﬀerences (conﬂict,
disparity), comparisons between two analyses will not
generally generate an identical CSSI in a comparison with a
third analysis (Fig. 12b; CSSI = 0.5 for matrix 1 versus
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matrix 3 and matrix 3 versus matrix 4; CSSI = 0.75 for
matrix 1 versus matrix 4).
Scheme for data comparison
Data comparison, in summary, is presented here as a
three-step procedure (Fig. 11). In step 1, the aim is to
determine the shared taxonomic scope of opposing
hypotheses. That requires locating shared outgroup and
ingroup nodes and removing or collapsing terminal taxa
as needed (Figs 8 and 9). This procedure involves both a
down-pass and up-pass comparison between hypotheses, to ensure complete overlap of what can be viewed as
the lower and upper boundaries of the shared ingroup
network (Fig. 10).
Step 2 is devoted to partitioning character data
(Fig. 11). Once the shared taxonomic scope has been
determined, character data for each hypothesis are
reanalysed to isolate data informative to both hypotheses—here termed relevant character data. These
characters are further divided into unshared and
shared partitions, which are present in one or both
of the data sets, respectively (Table 6). When a new
analysis is compared with a previously published data
set, the unshared data partition of the pre-existing
analysis may be termed the ‘‘rejected’’ data partition
(Table 6).
Step 3 involves measuring the similarity between data
sets. Four data-similarity indices can be calculated based
on the character states of the comparable common
ancestor for shared data (ASI), the shared versus
unshared data partitions (CSI, aCSI), and the character
states of shared character data in comparable terminal
taxa (CSSI) (Table 6).
Exploring the diﬀerences between opposing cladistic
hypotheses can occur at three levels (Table 7). The ﬁrst,
or taxon, level considers shared taxonomic scope and
clariﬁes the degree to which opposing hypotheses
overlap. The second, or character, level considers all
aspects of characters, including the number that are
shared and the phylogenetic signal coming from diﬀerent data partitions. The third, or character-state, level is
focused on character states in shared character data that
highlight discrepancies and determine how these aﬀect
phylogenetic signal.

Discussion
Morphology-based cladistics must confront four
challenges to successfully combat the recent and pointed
critiques that its procedures are hopelessly ﬂawed: (i)
reduction of unnecessary variation in the presentation
and structure of character data between hypotheses; (ii)
eﬀective compilation and evaluation of pre-existing
character data; (iii) isolation and quantiﬁcation of the
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Table 7
Strategies for data characterization and comparison using shared taxonomic scope (STS), character-similarity indices (character-similarity index,
CSI; available character-state similarity index, aCSI; character-state similarity index, CSSI), and character-state swapping or consensus. For more
meaningful (normalized) results, all approaches start with level I, with a consideration of the terminal taxa chosen and the calculation of shared
taxonomic scope. Level II is concerned with character statements, not how they are scored. Level III is the most detailed and involves the
examination of character-state scores in shared character data
Level

Focus

Speciﬁc questions

Approach

I

Taxonomic
scope

1. How much overlap is there between opposing
phylogenetic studies?
2. To what degree are they addressing the same problem?

Determine STS

II

Character
statements

3. Is character selection responsible for conﬂicting results?
4. How much character data is shared between key studies?

Determine CSI and aCSI
Explore the impact of character selection
using data partitions
Compile relevant character data and
auxiliary character information;
chart character authorship, etc

5. How much character data exists for a particular
phylogenetic problem?
6. Who created available character data and how did it
accumulate over time
III

Characterstate scores

7. Are diﬀering character-state scores responsible for
conﬂicting results?
8. How similar are character-state scores for shared characters?

Determine shared character partition and
calculate CSSI
Explore impact of character-state assignments
by neutralization, swapping, or consensus

9. How would character-state neutralization, swapping or
consensus aﬀect results?

root causes for diﬀering phylogenetic results such as
character selection and scoring; and (iv) management of
all the above in the face of analyses that diﬀer
substantially in taxonomic scope. Each of these challenges is addressed below.
Reducing variation in character statements
Variation in character coding and formulation is a
much more signiﬁcant hindrance to comparison of
morphological than molecular data sets. In large
analyses that diﬀer signiﬁcantly in taxonomic scope,
locating overlapping character data is often a formidable task that must be done by hand. The primary
reason for these diﬃculties is that little consensus
exists over character coding or even what minimally
constitutes a cladistic character (Forey and Kitching,
2000; Hawkins, 2000; Poe and Wiens, 2000).
Logical structure of character data. A morphological
character has sometimes been viewed as a logical
proposition (Woodger, 1952; Kluge, 2003). I have
argued elsewhere that a morphological character is
better understood as a highly patterned linguistic
statement—a character statement—that functions in
cladistic analysis as a codiﬁed variable (Sereno, 2007).
All character statements are composed of a character,
which locates or describes something, and a statement,
which describes its manifestations (Fig. 13a). Character
statements appear to be composed of only four discrete
functional components: locator (Ln), variable (V), variable qualiﬁer (q), and character state (vn). A character-

statement tree, in analogy to a phase-structure tree in
generative grammar (Chomsky, 1965), outlines the
structural and functional components of a morphological character (Fig. 13b, c).
Two fundamental patterns exist for character statements: neomorphic and transformational (Fig. 13b, c).
Neomorphic character statements, often termed
‘‘presence–absence’’ characters, identify a feature that
is either present or absent in a terminal taxon. Although
some have considered existence and non-existence as
transformational states, these states can be understood
as an assessment of ‘‘state of being’’, as opposed to
transformational states of a variable such as ‘‘length’’.
Transformational character statements, in contrast,
identify a variable that is expressed as mutually exclusive, transformational (‘‘changed form’’) conditions.
Some disparity in morphological character data between
analyses could be eliminated if neomorphic and transformational character statements were not intermixed
during character coding (Sereno, 2007).
Standards for morphology-based characters. Substantial
variation in the formulation and presentation of morphological characters is a major hindrance in data
comparison. As suggested above, there are only a few
discrete functional components and fundamental patterns for morphological character data. A greater
appreciation of the common structure and ‘‘syntax’’ of
morphological characters (Sereno, 2007) and adoption
of anatomical ontologies (Mabee et al., 2007; Ramı́rez
et al., 2007) may substantially reduce variation in
morphological character data.
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(a)

Character statement
Character

Statement

Maxilla, anterior process, length: shorter (0), or longer (1), than the posterior process.

CS

(b)

S

C
L2

L1

v0

v1

Maxilla, anterior process: present (0); absent (1).

CS

(c)

S

C
L2

L1

V

q

v0

v1

Maxilla, anterior process, length relative to the posterior process: shorter (0); longer (1).
Fig. 13. Logical basis of morphological character data (after Sereno, 2007). (a) Two-part structure (character, statement) of a complete character
statement. (b) Neomorphic character statement with character-statement tree. (c) Transformational character statement with character-statement
tree. Abbreviations: C, character; CS, character statement; L1, primary locator; L2, secondary locator; q, variable qualiﬁer; S, statement; V, variable;
v0,1, character states.

Evaluating pre-existing character data. Character selection is deﬁned here as the partial resampling of preexisting character data that are potentially informative
for a particular cladistic hypothesis. Whether intentional
or accidental, character selection plays a major role in
generating diﬀerent phylogenetic results between opposing analyses. Character selection can be reduced only by
more complete data characterization and comparison
(Figs 6, 16). For a given cladistic problem, as much preexisting relevant character data as possible needs to be
located and evaluated to be able to answer basic
questions in the ﬁrst two levels of comparison (Table 7).
Ideally, cladistic analysis is envisioned as an endless
research cycle that fully reassesses available character
data (Kluge, 1991, 1998). A ‘‘research spiral’’, however,
may more aptly characterize morphology-based cladistics as currently practiced; data sets invariably increase
in size over time for problems of similar taxonomic
scope, but successive analyses usually fall far short of
fully digesting or incorporating pre-existing character
data.
Case study. A relatively simple case study for data
characterization and comparison involves the interrelationships among tyrannosaurids, which have been considered recently in four cladistic studies (Figs 14–16).
The phylogenetic hypotheses generated diﬀer in taxonomic scope, outgroup assumptions, number of
ingroups, characters, character states, and character

documentation (Sereno and Brusatte, 2009). One of the
analyses is much broader in taxonomic scope, incorporating as many as 75 ingroups and 638 characters (Holtz,
2004; Holtz et al., 2004; Table 8). Another included only
seven ingroups and 35 cranial characters (Currie et al.,
2003). None included a comparative analysis of characters or character-state scores. Thus little a priori comparative information exists for these analyses, a common
situation in cladistic literature. Without further analysis,
we are only able to compare the cladograms generated by
the hypotheses, rather than a priori factors, such as
character choice and character-state scores, which are
responsible for diﬀering results. These cladograms diﬀer
most noticeably in the position of the tyrannosaurids
Alioramus and Tarbosaurus (Fig. 15).
To obtain that comparative information, the three-step
procedure outlined above was applied (Fig. 11). Terminal
taxa were limited to six monospeciﬁc genera of tyrannosaurids that are present in most or all of the analyses
(Albertosaurus, Daspletosaurus, Albertosaurus, Gorgosaurus, Tarbosaurus, Tyrannosaurus). We used situation 1 to
locate the proximate comparable outgroup, thus limiting
the comparative analysis to interrelationships within
Tyrannosauridae (see Sereno and Brusatte, 2009). The
analyses were re-run with ingroups limited to the aforementioned genera, isolating relevant character data
(which remained informative) from other character data
that are uninformative within Tyrannosauridae. Relevant
characters varied in number among the analyses from 19
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Character Complexity

(a)

(b)

Character Type

quantitative/
absolute 8%

unordered 5%
ordered 9%

neomorphic 9%

3-state
14%

form
30%

quantitative/
relative 53%

binary 86%
(c)

(d)

Character Authorship

Character Location

postcranial 14%
other 8%

Carr et al. 2005
8%
Holtz et al. 2004
12%

Holtz 2001
45%
Currie et al. 2003
27%
skull 86%
Fig. 14. Data characterization using CharacterSearch for 85 morphological characters used in analysing relationships among tyrannosaurid
dinosaurs (Sereno and Brusatte, 2009). (a) Character complexity; (b) Character type; (c) Character authorship; (d) Character location.

to 48 (Table 8) with a pooled accumulation of 85 unique
characters, which were logged and characterized
(Fig. 14). Holtz (2001) generated nearly half the character
data in the ﬁrst analysis (Fig. 14c). More than 80% of the
relevant characters are binary and located in the cranium
(Fig. 14a, d). Relevant characters were compared to
identify shared and unshared data partitions between
pairs of analyses. Similarity indices for characters and
character-state scores were calculated between pairs of
analyses (Fig. 16) in order to address level II questions
(Table 7).
The remarkable outcome of this data comparison is
that only four relevant characters are shared by all four
analyses. No analysis has more than about half of the 85
unique characters present across all of the analyses
(Sereno and Brusatte, 2009). Less than half the characters are shared by at least three of the four analyses, and
many characters are used in only a single analysis.
Character selection was measured using the CSI, or the
number of shared relevant characters divided by the
total number of relevant characters in a comparison
between two analyses. Six pairwise comparisons between the four analyses show remarkable disparity in
character selection between analyses (Fig. 16, upper
right cells). The greatest similarity in character selection
involves the two analyses with the same ﬁrst author

(Holtz, 2001; Holtz et al., 2004). Yet even here, the CSI
is 0.58, or an overlap of only 58% of the relevant
character data. The CSI for other pairwise comparisons
is extremely low, ranging from 0.14 to 0.19, or an
overlap of less than 20% of the relevant character data.
In this light, the overall similarity between these
hypotheses is remarkable, given that most share less
than 20% of relevant character data. The overwhelming
amount of character dissimilarity between analyses was
hidden. The hypotheses are based largely on disparate
character data.
Evaluating conﬂicting character-state scores
Morphology-based systematists often have little idea
how comparable character data are scored in an
opposing analysis, or how any scoring diﬀerences aﬀect
phylogenetic results. We need to locate and quantify
diﬀerences in character-state scores for shared character
data in outgroups and comparable ingroup terminal
taxa. The ASI and CSSI measure character-state variation between competing data sets. Character-state
disparity or conﬂict, in addition, can be analysed by
neutralizing or swapping conﬂicting character states
(Table 6). In this way, level III questions regarding
character-state scores can be answered (Table 7).
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Holtz 2001

Carr et al. 2005

Holtz et al. 2004

Analyses

Holtz,
2001

Holtz, 2001

Currie et al.,
2003

Holtz et al.,
2004

Carr et al.,
2005

0.15

0.58

0.15

0.19

0.10

Currie et al.,
2003

0.83

Holtz et al.,
2004

0.92

0.81

Carr et al.,
2005

0.96

0.93

0.14

Character Similarity
Index (CSI)

Fig. 15. Cladograms (strict consensus) from analyses of Tyrannosauroidea after reduction in terminal taxa. (a) Holtz (2001) showing genera rather
than species; (b) Currie et al. (2003); (c) Holtz et al. (2004) with Alectrosaurus removed; (d) Carr et al. (2005) with Tyrannosaurus bataar and
Albertosaurus libratus referred to the genera Tarbosaurus and Gorgosaurus, respectively.

0.95

Character State Similarity Index (CSSI)
Fig. 16. Pairwise comparison of character selection (CSI) and character-state scoring (CSSI) between four analyses. CSI and CSSI measure
character selection and scoring diﬀerences, respectively, between two analyses (after Sereno and Brusatte, 2009).

Case study. The interrelationships of tyrannosaurids
based on four recent analyses (Fig. 15) are compared in
order to determine how much character-state disparity
or conﬂict is present in shared character data between

hypotheses. A surprising number of discrepancies surface when a detailed comparison of character-state
scoring is undertaken. Thirty character statements show
a total of 44 conﬂicting character-state scores from one
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Table 8
Four phylogenetic analyses considered tyrannosaurid relationships but diﬀer considerably in taxonomic scope and included character data. The
original number of ingroup taxa and characters is reduced, sometimes severely, when the problem is limited to shared taxonomic scope focusing on
tyrannosaurid relationships
Authors

Ingroups

Characters

Number

Analysis

Original

Reduced

Original

Reduced

1
2
3
4

Holtz, 2001
Currie et al., 2003
Holtz et al., 2004
Carr et al., 2005

14
7
75
7

6
6
6
5

111
77
638
31

42
34
48
19

analysis to another. Most of these discrepancies (84%)
involve character-state mismatch (e.g. 1 versus 0) rather
than character-state disparity (16%, e.g. 1 versus ?), as
tabulated elsewhere (Sereno and Brusatte, 2009).
The CSSI ranges from 0.81 to 0.99 for the six possible
pairwise comparisons between the four analyses
(Fig. 16, bottom left cells). Analyses that share the
greatest number of character states (and thus are
compared more eﬀectively) include 198 character states
for Holtz (2001) versus Holtz et al., (2004) and 78
character states for Currie et al. (2003) versus Holtz
(2004). In the case of the former two analyses with the
same lead author, nearly one in 10 character states
(CSSI = 0.92) for the same characters in the same taxa
are scored with a diﬀerent state. This discrepancy in
character-state scoring, which is hidden in respective
data matrices, is very signiﬁcant and may well give rise
to results that diﬀer by as little as a couple of steps. In
the latter comparison involving Currie et al. (2003) and
Holtz (2004), CSSI is lower (0.81), indicating that nearly
20% of character-state scores for the same characters in
the same taxa diﬀer in some signiﬁcant manner.
The phylogenetic signiﬁcance of conﬂictive characterstate scores can be explored by neutralizing them with
an ambiguous state, swapping them with scores from an
opposing hypothesis, or using states based on consensus
(level III; Table 7). If the analysis of Currie et al. (2003)
is reanalysed with character-state scores from Holtz
et al., (2004) where they conﬂict, the closer relationship
of Tarbosaurus to Daspletosaurus rather than Tyrannosaurus is reversed, matching that in the other hypotheses
(Fig. 15). When character swapping is applied in reverse
to the analysis of Holtz (2004), the relationships remain
the same. Although many additional comparisons and
reanalyses are possible (Sereno and Brusatte, 2009), one
of the principal aims of isolating conﬂictive characterstate scores is to resolve them by re-examination of
original materials.
Tangible indices and software
Consistency and retention indices are simple measures
of the self-consistency of character data, and were
widely adopted by morphology-based cladists once

personal computers and appropriate software became
available. Character selection and variation in character-state scores, likewise, have long been acknowledged
as major factors underlying diﬀerent phylogenetic
results in morphology-based analyses. Although the
similarity indices proposed above (ASI, CSI, aCSI,
CSSI) measure these factors tangibly, their broader use
will surely depend on the availability of facilitating
software.
Software for data characterization similar to that
shown here is easily achieved (Figs 5–7 and 14). Data
comparison between two or more hypotheses is more
involved (Fig. 17). Terminal taxa, characters, and
matrices must be loaded and compared with those in
another analysis. Adjusting for shared taxonomic scope
involves linkage of shared or comparable terminal taxa
between analyses and the collapse, renaming and ⁄ or
pruning of others. The resultant modiﬁed data sets must
be reanalysed. Some characters may require alternative
character-state assignments to overlap properly. Opposing data sets and cladograms must be available simultaneously for comparison with highlighted disparate or
conﬂicting character-state scores. To explore underlying
diﬀerences between hypotheses, an application should
facilitate running particular data partitions (e.g. shared
characters) or assigning alternative character states to
conﬂictive scores (e.g. neutralizing).
Historical sketch and future promise
This ﬁnal section attempts to put comparative cladistics, as outlined above, in historical context by considering how morphology-based cladistics originated and
evolved in methodological complexity. Two distinctive
processes, here termed ‘‘atomization’’ and ‘‘quantiﬁcation’’, appear to have played critical, synergistic roles in
converting nineteenth-century evolutionary narrative
into cladistic methodology (Fig. 18). Narrative terms
for transformation, such as ‘‘homology’’ and ‘‘ancestral
stock’’, were eventually replaced by a more speciﬁc,
atomized description of transformation (e.g. ‘‘synapomorphy’’, ‘‘clade’’), which ultimately led to its quantiﬁcation. Characters came to be understood as
quantitative variables for simultaneous evaluation.
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Fig. 17. Draft home screen for software to facilitate data comparison. Data matrices, associated character lists, and cladograms from opposing
hypotheses could be opened simultaneously. Taxon collapse and removal would allow the determination of shared taxonomic scope. Drag-and-drop
between comparable terminal taxa and character lists would facilitate alignment of cladograms and the determination of shared character data,
respectively. Phylogenetic analysis of data partitions would allow the isolation of conﬂicting phylogenetic signal. Cell-to-cell comparison of shared
data between comparable terminal taxa would highlight character-state conﬂict and disparity, and allow automatic calculation of similarity indices.

Subsequently, evaluation of phylogenetic trees was
quantiﬁed, resulting in a posteriori tree-based measures
of length, consistency, robustness, decisiveness, tree
space, and others. This paper proposes quantitative
evaluation of character data, outlining a priori character-based indices to measure similarity in character
selection and character-state scoring.
Darwinian phylogenetics. In 1859, Darwin epitomized a
more contemporary conceptualization of phylogeny as
descent with modiﬁcation as the best explanation for
hierarchical patterns of morphological traits among
extant species and a fossil record documenting extinct
species that implied transformation over time (stage I;
Fig. 18; Table 9). The ‘‘great and universal feature in

the aﬃnity of all organic beings, namely, their subordination in group under group’’ is the ‘‘hidden bond of
connection which naturalists have sought … genealogical in its arrangement, with the grades of diﬀerence
expressed by the terms genera, families, orders, etc.’’
(Darwin, 1859, p. 333).
Darwinian phylogenetics has been characterized aptly
as a form of historical narrative, the phylogenetic tree
emerging as its graphical emblem, its most potent
narrative device (OÕHara, 1992). Morphological transformation was captured as evolutionary chronicle,
adjustable in scale and replete with a ‘‘canon of events
that are taken to have been key innovations’’ (OÕHara,
1992, p. 153). Although sometimes demoted by cladists
as playing a ‘‘superﬁcial’’ role for its lack of impact on
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Comparative Cladistics (1990-present)
Quantification of data comparison
• taxonomic scope
• a priori similarity indices
• data characterization
• character ontologies

2000

IV
III

Quantitative Cladistics (1969-present)
Quantification of phylogenetic analysis
• computational parsimony algorithms
• a posteriori congruence indices
• data exploration

II
Hennigian Cladistics (1950-1969)
Atomization of character transformation
• character and clade terminology
• cladograms

1950

1900

I

Darwinian Phylogenetics (1859-1950)
Transformational paradigm
• evolutionary framework
• phylogenetic trees
• homology concept

1850
Fig. 18. Major conceptual stages in the practice of morphological
phylogenetic analysis from Darwin to present-day cladistics. Darwin
established the transformational paradigm we use in phylogenetic
analysis. Hennigian cladistics atomized morphological transformation
into its component parts. Farris and Kluge initiated an era of
quantitative cladistics using parsimony and a posteriori congruence
indices. Comparative cladistics focuses on a priori character issues and
quantiﬁes data comparison with a priori similarity indices.

taxonomy (Mishler, 2000, p. 661), DarwinÕs evolutionary worldview had much greater impact on the practice
of systematics than classiﬁcatory convention (Griﬃths,
1974). Nonetheless, the narrative lexicon of Darwinian
phylogenetics (character, homology, analogy, convergence, primitive, advanced, etc.) did not distil morphological transformation into component parts in a way

that would allow quantiﬁcation. For much of the early
twentieth century, as a result, morphological transformation was viewed as little more than untestable
phylogenetic narrative.
Hennigian cladistics. Nearly a century after publication of
DarwinÕs Origin of Species, Hennig (1950, 1952, 1953,
1965, 1966, 1969) initiated the atomization of morphological transformation (stage II; Fig. 18; Table 9), with a
few notable precursors (e.g. Donoghue and Kadereit,
1992). Hennig introduced speciﬁc terms for the kinds of
group that can be identiﬁed on a phylogenetic tree and the
components of character change (Dupuis, 1984; Richter
and Meier, 1994). For groups, he underscored the
importance of complete (or monophyletic) groups over
incomplete (or paraphyletic) groups, and for characters
he outlined their subdivision into plesiomorphic (primitive) and apomorphic (derived) states along with some
methods to diﬀerentiate these conditions. ‘‘Synapomorphy’’, or shared apomorphy, he eventually regarded as the
basis for recognizing monophyletic groups in contrast to
groups based on overall similarity. Over a period of
20 years, a distinctive ‘‘Hennigian cladistics’’ was born
(Dupuis, 1984; Richter and Meier, 1994).
HennigÕs methodology, however, did not bring a quantitative method or criterion, such as parsimony, to the
problem of character conﬂict. Hennig (1965, 1966),
furthermore, mistakenly equated characters and
character states, two distinctive functional components
in modern morphology-based character statements
(Sereno, 2007).
Quantitative cladistics. Shortly after 1966, when Hennigian cladistics gained a wider audience, a quantitative
solution to the problem of character conﬂict was
proposed (Kluge and Farris, 1969; Farris, 1970). Under
a criterion of maximum parsimony, with the twin
assumptions of character independence and mutual
exclusivity of character states, Kluge and Farris (1969)
promoted the search for minimum-length trees (or
cladograms), in the process creating the ﬁrst index to

Table 9
Terms and deﬁnitions for important stages in the historical development of morphology-based phylogenetic analysis
Term

Deﬁnition

Darwinian phylogenetics

Descriptive transformational analysis of morphology depicted in temporally calibrated (or uncalibrated)
trees employing a range of terms such as homology, analogy, parallelism, and convergence
Descriptive transformational analysis of morphology employing terms that (i) atomize characters and
character change (plesiomorphy, apomorphy, synapomorphy, homoplasy), and (ii) more precisely
specify ⁄ identify groups (monophyly, paraphyly, polyphyly) and branching patterns (cladogram)
Quantitative cladistic analysis of morphological and ⁄ or molecular data (i) coded as variables
(characters, character states) for computer-assisted computation, and (ii) analysed and compared with
previous results by a range of a posteriori indices and measures (consistency, retention, homoplasy
and decay indices, bootstrap, jackknife, consensus techniques, etc.)
A priori analysis of character data that involve (i) data compilation, (ii) data characterization, or
(iii) data comparison (ASI, CSI, aCSI, CSSI) to reﬁne and document character data and determine the
root causes underlying diﬀering phylogenetic results

Hennigian cladistics

Quantitative cladistics

Comparative cladistics
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measure character consistency (stage III; Fig. 18;
Table 9). During the ensuing 20 years, however, the
analysis of morphological data remained a hand operation, with the shortest tree and its ‘‘robustness’’ largely
the result of qualitative assessment. ‘‘Quantitative cladistics’’ was rapidly adopted in the late 1980s, once
software for personal computers became available that
facilitated data entry, parsimony analysis, and calculation of congruence indices and consensus trees. Standards and expectations were raised for a posteriori
analysis and assessment of results. Various measures
and methodologies have emerged since that time to
explore and compare a posteriori results aimed at
evaluating branch support, tree space, sensitivity, saturation, decisiveness, and others (Grant and Kluge, 2003;
Hillis et al., 2005).
Comparative cladistics. Rigorous assessment of character data, in contrast, is some 30 years behind. A new
awareness was raised in 1990 when a priori operations
that create character data were labelled the beˆte noire of
cladistic analysis (Pogue and Mickevich, 1990), culminating in recent critiques and calls for greater ‘‘explicitness’’ (stage IV; Fig. 18; Table 9). Character
documentation often has not gone beyond statements
such as ‘‘character data are derived in part from studies
X, Y, and Z.’’ Character critiques, furthermore, are
usually buried in text and lack quantitative comparison
with character data in pre-existing analyses.
Most systematists would agree that the innumerable
assumptions and decisions regarding character selection,
delineation, coding, and scoring can, and often do,
overshadow subtle diﬀerences and options regarding
particular assumptions during phylogenetic computation. The delineation and documentation of character
data (Mabee et al., 2007; Ramı́rez et al., 2007; Sereno,
2007) and the quantiﬁcation of data characterization
and comparison outlined in this paper, are eﬀorts to
focus attention on a priori operations in morphologybased cladistics.
Understanding how diﬀerences in character selection
and scoring aﬀect cladistic results is central to comparative cladistics (stage IV; Fig. 18; Tables 7 and 9). At
present, data comparison is laborious, especially with
large matrices or comparisons involving multiple analyses. Software-facilitated data comparison, on the other
hand, may promise a future when the presentation of
novel phylogenetic results is accompanied by an exploration of the underlying causes.

Conclusions
To maintain relevancy and rigour in systematics,
morphology-based cladistic analysis must enter a comparative era that overcomes long-recognized limitations
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in data compilation, comparison and synthesis. Those
limitations involve character delineation, selection, coding, and scoring of character data—a priori operations
divided here into data compilation, data characterization, and data comparison.
For data compilation:
1. Complete character statements are divisible into
character and statement, which are composed collectively of four components (locator, variable, variable
qualiﬁer, character state) arranged in two fundamental
patterns (neomorphic and transformational). A minimal
set of presentation standards and linkage to character
ontologies will help to minimize unnecessary variations
in character data that hinder data comparison.
2. Besides image capture and recall, online databases
can facilitate a more systematic search for character
data relevant to a particular phylogenetic problem
(including rejected data) that would also capture auxiliary information useful to data characterization.
For data characterization:
3. Auxiliary information about morphological
character statements includes valuable comparative
information about character authorship, status, structure, type, anatomical location, and temporal accumulation.
4. Missing information within the data matrix can be
summarized eﬀectively in graphical form as a function
of terminal taxa as well as character location.
For data comparison:
5. Data comparison is a three-step procedure that
establishes shared taxonomic scope (step 1), isolates and
then partitions relevant character data (step 2), and
measures data similarity and explores the diﬀerences
between data sets (step 3).
6. Shared taxonomic scope, a fundamental concept
for data comparison between two or more phylogenetic
analyses, can be speciﬁed by location of the most
proximate shared (or comparable) outgroup and by
adjusting the inclusiveness of ingroup terminal taxa.
7. Character-state scores diﬀer in two ways, here
termed character-state disparity and character-state
conﬂict.
8. Similarity indices quantify key data comparisons
on a scale from 0.00 (no similarity) to 1.00 (identity).
The ASI measures the similarity of the ancestral
condition at the shared outgroup node and thus
assesses similarity in outgroup assumptions; character
similarity indices (CSI, aCSI) measure the percentage
of relevant character data that is shared between
hypotheses and thus assesses character selection; the
CSSI measures the degree of similarity in the character states of shared character data and thus assesses
character scoring.
9. Data comparison explores similarity at three
levels. Taxon-level comparison clariﬁes the degree to
which opposing hypotheses overlap; character-level
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comparison considers all aspects of characters and the
phylogenetic signal of shared and unshared data
partitions; character state-level comparison highlights
scoring diﬀerences and how these aﬀect phylogenetic
signal.
10. Atomization and quantiﬁcation are two fundamental historical trends that can be traced from the
historical narrative of morphological transformation in
Darwinian phylogenetics, through the atomization of
character change in Hennigian cladistics, to the treatment of characters as independent variables in quantitative cladistics. Quantiﬁcation of data characterization
and comparison is the frontier for a comparative
cladistics that seeks to understand better the reasons
underlying diﬀering phylogenetic results.
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